
The Indian reactionaries are at once naked aggressors 

and servile lackeys of U.S. imperialism. No one who : 

is ‘genuinely opposed to U.S. imperialism’ can fail to 

give resolute support to the people of Pakistan in 

their resistance to Indian ageression. You do not 

support this struggle against aggression yourselves, 

and you forbid others to do so. This stand of yours | 

shows that you regard U.S. imperialism not as the 

_ principal enemy but as the principal friend. 

In your letter, you feign concern for the Viet- ‘ 

namese people's’ struggle against U:S. aggression and 

allege that the conflict between India and Pakistan “ 

hampers this struggle. This is strange logic. Marxist- 

Leninists always hold that the peoples! struggles 

against aggréssion support each other. Like all’ other 
sc κε 

struggles against U.S. imperialism and its lackeys, 

the struggle of the Pakistani people against the aggres- 

Sion launched by the Indian reactionaries at the 

instigation of U.S. imperialism helps the struggle 5 

of the Vietnamese people against U.S. aggression, How 

can it be said to hamper thé anti-U.S, struggle. of 

the Vietnamese people? According. to your logic), 

- JO « 
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_are not all other peoples opposing U.S. imperial ism 

and.its lackeys guilty of hampering the Vietnamese 

people in their struggle against U.S. aperession? is 

it not clear that this assertion of yours only. helps 

the imperialists and all reactionaries to bind the 

hands of the peoples in their struggle against aggres- 

Sion, and is therefore harmful to the anti-U.S. struggle 

of the Vietnamese people? 

in your letter, mereover, you make the unwarranted 

charge that the Chinese Government's note té India of 

September 16 has "further complicated" the situation 

in this area. In that note the Chinese Government ~ 

demanded that India should demolish the 56 military’ 

works she built for aggression within Chinese territory 

on the China~Sikkim border and that she should withdraw . 

her intruding troops, This is the inviolable right of 

the Chinese Government and people in safeguarding their 

state sovereignty and territorial integrity. Without 

once condemning India for her repeated intrusions into 

China, you come forward to charge us with "complicating 

the situation" when, tried beyond endurance, we justly 

demanded the withdrawal of the Indian aggressors ‘from Chi- 

nese territory. What kind of logic is this ? Should we take 

- 11 - 
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the Indian aggression lying down and make a present of 

our territory to the Indian reactionaries? You try 

to intimidate us by referring to the United States. 

Do you really think that the Chinese people are like. 

you and will tremble at the mere mention of. U.S, fo 

imperialism? τ 

As a matter of fact,” after the Chinese Govern- | 

ment took firm measures, the Indian reactionaries, as. 

panicky as. a pack of thieves, had to withdraw their | 

troops who had intruded into Chinese territory across . 

. the China-Sikkim boundary, within the time-limit set by 

the Chinese Government, and thus they once again revealed 

themselves to the world as aggressors. Was this now * 

a very good thing? Why -should you be so terribly un- 

easy about the predicament of the Indian reactionaries? 

To eum up, you put up the signboards of "peace", 

Nunity"™ and "struggle against imperialism" both on the 

question of the conflict between India and Pakistan and 

on the question of the Sino-Indian boundary, but in fact 

you encourage aggression and war of ageression, sabotage. 

Asian-African unity and the unity of the socialist | 

countries, oppose socialist China and serve U.S im- . 

perialism and its lackeys, You have completely exposed ’ 

yourselves; you are continuing the line of Khrushchov - 

«= }2 - εὐ ΝΣ 



“revisionism and, indeed, are carrying this line even. 

further. 

In your letter, you ask the Communist. Party of 

China to adopt “a united stand" with you. Does not..this 

amount to asking us to join you in an alliance with 

India against China? Does not this amount to asking 

us to join you in an alliance with the Indian reaction 

aries for aggression against Pakistan and for the 

sacrifice of the right of the Kashmiri people to self 

determination? Dees not this amount to asking us to 

join you in betraying tne revolutionary interests of 

the people of the world and subordinating their anti- 

imperialist struggles to the line of Soviet-U.S. col- 

laboration? Does not this amount to asking us to join 

you in implementing the line of "peaceful coexistence, 

peaceful transition and peaceful competition" Laid 

down by your 20th’ and 22nd Congresses? ΤΡ we did that, : 

would we not become revisionists like yourselves? . 

Dear Comrades, that will never happen. 

With fraternal greetings, 

The ‘Central Committee of 

the Communist Party 

ef China 



ΠΕΡΗΤΡΑΠΡΗΟΙΝ KOMMTETY 

HONMYHHCTUUECKON ΠΑΡΤΙΠ ἈΠΤΛΗ 

ΠΟΡΟΡΘ toBapumn! 

᾿ ΠΗ ΒΒΗΪ Hommier Komuynucrwyeckots ΠΌΤ 

-  Cogetcxoro Cosa peumn odparursca Κὶ BAM B CRASH 6 ἦδ- .ὦ 
| ΠΡΠΈΘΗΒΟΙ OOcTaHOBKOK, croxnBuelica 8 pesybrare BOOpYy— 

KeHHOPO KOHOIUKTA Mex Ty Wnqueh u llaxnoranou. IIo UMED= 

meHica y Hac uMHpopMauMM, MacuTadH BOOPYKEHHOTO oromkHé~ 

BeHUA MezIy Ugueti u Haxnctayom Bee SOonee pacmupanrca 

O6e CTOpOHH BBONAT Β RelictBHeE SHAUMUT CIBHHE KOHTMHTOHTH 

BOHCK M BOCHHOK TeXHUKM, B TOM UMCHe TAaHKM, aByanuD, 

᾿ | 30€HHO-MopcKMe CMU. Boopyxennuti KOHQAMKT Mezry [laxu+ 

| CTAHOM ἃ aauel PPOSAT NepepactH B OOBIYN BOWHY . 

510 CT ΟΠΚΗΟΒΘΗ͂ΜΒ APOTUBOPEWT HAWMOHAIBHRM MHTe~ 

DECAM HAPOROB CaMHX STUX CTpaH. OHO NORpHBaeT UX 9Κ0-- 

HOMUKY, Bee@T K CHWKCHMN ZMSHEHHOTO YDOBHA Tpy ΚΑΠΗΧΟΙ͂, 

YCuAMBaeT 3aBMCUMOCTS aTHX POCYRaPCIB OT MMMepvanuctoR, 

iB odeux crpaHax pacter BomHa WOBUHMCTIM ΘΟΚΗΧ M MyAUTAa— 

᾿ ὉΜΟΤΟΚΗ͂Χ HacTpoeHui, ΒΗΡΜΘΗΜΒ padouvero KTaCca, un MDOKIEX 

HapPOTHHX Macc Vanun wu TMaxnerana OTBNCKACTICA Of SOOPEOH 

Sa pelleHhe HACYMHEX CONMANBYHX ΠΡΟΟΛΘΜ, B OOCTaHOBKE 

UpeSBHUaHHOTO BOeHHOTO nonOReHUA peakyua B ΘΤΗΧ Οτρεὶ-΄ 

Hax WomyueerT Conee WAPOKME BOSMOEHOCTM ANA HACTYNIeHNA 
INCLOSUBE /0d— ¥4 509 /— 5 3a5 
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Mupy. Ecav paccMarpuparh 9101 KOHAUKT B WHDOKOM ΠΙΔΗΘ, 

HOG CTONIKHOBeHMe Mexgay WMuzmeii u Taxuctanom odterruBHo 

ὡς 

Ha Je@MOKpaTuYecKMe NpaBa Hapora, DACHMPeHMA penpeccnii 

NPOTMB PCBOAWNMOHHHX Cun, 

BoSHUKHOBeHHe HM paciimpeHve HOBOTO BOeHHOPO κοῃῷ- 

HMKTA B ASMM HaKanaer u ὅ88 TOPO HANPAXCHHYD MexTyHa- 

PORHYO OGCTAHOBKY M CO3ZaeT CepBesHyH yrposy Bceodmeny 

GC TOUKM SPeHUA Bazau OopbOH MpOTMB OCcHOBHOTO Bpara, -~ 

GMEDURGHCKOTO MMMepHaNMsMa, -- TO B OOcTaHOBKe ΠΡΟΧΟΠ3 

ΧΘΌΠΘΡΟΟΗ͂ Hapactanua arpeccum CIA BO BrerHame BoopyxeH- 

NOMOP@eT aMePUKAHCKOMY MPABMTeNBCTBY OTBNeUL ΒΗΜΜΘΗΜΘ 

HapOROB OT OOPLOH nporus arpeccnn CIA, ocnadmset BH- 

CLYNACHUA MPOPPeCCUBHHX HM MUPORWOMBHX CHI. B BaluTy [ 
BhCTHAMCKOTO Hapoda, HPOTUB WMNepMamuctuyeckol nozntuxn ὁ 

arpeccunw M BOWHE. 510 naet BOSMOZHOCTL AMePMKAHCKOMY 

HMMCDMANMSMY YCHIMBATE BOeCHHO-NomMTMNeCKUIt HAXUM “Ha: 

APB u APyPue MMPOAMOMBHE CTPAHN, eMe Banbwe npoxBy- 

TaThcH Ha MYTH cBoeh pasdolipnybek “ocxananun", 

BoopyXeHHHlf KOHPAMKT MeETy RByMA ΚΡΥΠΗμΜΗ: TOgy— 
TapCTBamMu ΑΜ -- Winnett Μ΄ laxucranom -~ npwanuaer or: 

DOMHE NOMMTMMeCKMH yepO Remy oOsequneHMA cCrpaH AsuM 
A A®PUKU RNA COPECO NpoTUB uumepKanusma , HONOHMAMUSA 

HM HEOKONOHHANMSMAa, HAHOCMT yxap nO ABMxeHUN 3a yxpemie- 
Hue adpo-asuarcKol commMapHoctu., = | 

TAKUM OOpasomM, BOODYXeHHUH KOHGAUKT Mézny Muauelt 

Ἢ ΠΒΚΗΟΊΤΘΗΟΜ BO BCeX OTHOWEHMAX BDeReH WHA CTpax cOuMa- 



ἩΜΟΤΗΘΟΚΟΤῸ “RarepA, ΜΘΕ ΠΥ ΔΡΟΙΗΟΓΤῸ KOMMYHUCTUYECKOTO , 

ABVECHMA, HEMMOHAIBHO-OCBOSORUTEABHOTO ABMKEHUA, WIA 

δορβύῃ ΠΌΟΤΗΒ UMnepuaNuct wy eCcKok HOAMTUKM arpeccun Mi 

BOW HE ~ . 

B orolt cBasw ΜῊ xorenu Ou CKASAES BAM CO Beeli 

OTKPOBEHHOCTEN, UTO y Hac BHSBaNa HEROYMeHMe NOSwuMA | 

npaBurenber Ba HHP, KofTopoe ΠΟΠΗΟΟΊΤΒΌ MH G@SOroBOpouHO 

HONTEPZANO OTHY us ὈΦΌΡΟΗ, Paspe He 50Η0, ¥TO TaKan 

NOSMUNA, HESABMCHMO ΟἹ ΦΟΙΌ, ¥en OHA MpONMKTOBaHa, . 

OOBEKTUBHO CayRUt DASEMTGHUN KOHOIUKTA, BHSHBAeT orop—_ 

weHwe y ΒΟΘΧ CTOPOHHMKOB Mupa ἡ COpHOE 3a HAUMOHAIE— . 

HOe OCBOOOxXReHKe , 

HESABUCHMO OT MPMYWH BOSHMKHOBEHMA ΒΟΟΡΥΧΘΗΗΟΓΟ 

CTOAKHOBCHUA Mexay Unmnekh ἢ laxncTaHom, cosepmexno “Ff 

| ACHO -ORHO: OT nanbiettuero paciupenus ostoro Kon@muKra 

BHMPPHBAWT TOABKO CHIH WMMeDMANMSMa ΜῈ peaKyuu, TOABKO 

186, KIO CHOBa XoTen GH HaGpocuTES KOAOHMANEHOG UTO Ha 

HADOIH crpaH Asum ¥ Abpuxu, Y sac cosmaerca Buevarae-. 
HM€, YO OOOCTDeHMe OTHOWEHUH Mexzy ΗΠ ΘΙ Ἢ Nlaxucta- 

‘HOM, 8 TaKKe BOCHHOG CTOAKHOBeHME MexXny RMMM ABNABTCA | 

PESYAETATOM NPOBOKARUM UMMepMaNMCTUYeECKUX cua, nel- ; 

ΟΥ̓ΒΥΌΝΧ ΜΟΤΌΧΟΜ "Dasnensh ἃ BAACTBYI" , 918, ΤΘΛΘΚΟ 

MEYHad ΠΡΟΒΟΚΘΗΉΜΗ ΒΑΠΡΌΘΒΠΘΗΒ, Ha NODE MERAY HADORHOTO 

OHTMMMNepManuctuuecKoro dpoxta. 

Bot movemy Ha. POTH COMMA NHCTHYECRAX onpan, BCe | 

peBoAMNMOHHOE 4 OCBOOO UTE SHOE qewcenne sauurepeconamy, 

B OCT ρθἤμιθῇ AMR BYMTANHN KOHDIMKTA Mex Ty Tunnelt τ᾿ 
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ΠΒΚΗΟΤΘΗΟΜ, 

ΝῊ ormaem ceOe oTver B CAOxHOCTU Tex pasHoriacnn , 

KOTOpHE cyllectByHr Mexry Munneli u Naxuctaxox fo Teppu- 

TOPMANBHOMY BOoNpocy. OnHaKo ΜῊ ΠΟΧΟΙΗΜ MS NeHMECKHX 

. γκαβδημ ὁ HeOOxomuMOcTH οοοῦδοί OCTOPOXHOCTH B ΠΟΙΧΟΙΒ 

K TEPPUTOPMAADHEM Npobnemam, Takue mpoGneMe MoryT αὶ 

RONHHH pPerymMpOBAaTECH TOALKO Ha OCHOBe BBAUMHOM noro- 

BOPCHHOCTM M, KOHCYHO, MMDHEHMM CpencTBaMM. Joar couua- 

AUCTHYCCKUX TOCYRAPCTB COCTOMT B TOM, YTOOH οποοού-- ἢ 

ΟΥ̓ΒΟΒΒῚΡ TaKOMY DeWeHUY BOMpOCOB, μόο Β ΠΡΟΥΜΒΗΟΜ cay— 

ὯδΔΘ ΜΜΠΘΡΌΜΒΠΜΟΤΟΜ ὙπΘΟΤΟΙ͂ BBePrHyTS HesaBucmume rocy~ 

HapcrBa B HECKOHYAeMe MexROYCOGHHE BOHHE, NepeCCOPUTE 

HapomH ASuM αὶ AMPUKM M TEM CAMUM CO3JaTb Oar ΟΠΡΜΆΤΗΗΘ 

YCNOBMA JAA OCYeCTBACHMA NOAMTMKM HeOKONOHMANNSMA. 

Hpapure mpcrBo ΚΗ͂Ρ He pas saqBaano 0 cBoel npu- 

BepxeHHOC TH DURHAM Bad TVHrCKok KoHbepenumm, KoTopas 

ApusBana K yperyAMpoBaHuw "Bcex Mex KyHapO THN X ὉΠΌΡΟΒ 

. MUDHHMM ΟΡΘ ΘΟ ΈΒΟΜΙ, TAKUM , Kak Meperopopy, apourpax 

“UM ΠΡΗΜΜΌΘΗΜΒ, wpnumudecKkoe yperynuposame, TAX ze, 

Kak WM OPYPUMM MUDHUMM cpexCTBAaMM ΠῸ BHOOpy eropou ἢ B 

COOTBETCTBUK ©. Yerapou OOH", 

B 3@ABAeHUM Kutaicxoro npasure msonBa ykasuBanocs: 

"OCTABNGHHHE MCTOpMeH CHOpH MexZy asuarexo-abpimancrmt 

CTPAHAMM BHONHE MOXHO paspemnTs cnpaBexzMBo ΜΓ PasyMHO 

H@, OCHOBe NATH ΠΡΜΗΠΗΠΟΒ MMDHOTO cocymecrBozamta vf 1e+ 

CATH APHHUMMOE BauayarcKok KOnMepeHUMM, 8 myxe paByo~ 

npaBua u IpYXeCT BEHHHX KOHCYIBTaNMH... ΜῊ yBeDeHH B 
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TOM,.4TO ΟΠΟΡΗ ΜΘΕΔΥ asvarcko~ahpmKancKmmm’ crpavann τ᾽ 

PAHO MIM NOSTHO ΟΥ̓ΔΥΤΕ yperyauposanH PAB YHKHO , ny Teu, 

MMDHEX KOHCYAbTan Mi", 

Mur cuvitaeM, ¥T0 MMeHHO oTHMM npUHUMnaMM ἡ HEOO-. 
XOMMMO DYKOBORCTROBAT LCA, B ΠΟΙΧΟΙΘ kK KOHDAUKTY Mexny 

Wuguel wu Wakucrauom, B. CHORUBUIeHCH OOcTaHOBKe HeT ποπο- 

RUTETBHOPO CMHCHa B TOM, UTOOE BHEBMParh va nepBul TAH 

BOlipoc O Npwunnax BOSHUKHOB CHUA KOHDAUKTA , uCKarS, KTO 

RDAB, & KTO BYHOBAT, 910 NOHO dyxen Busciuzs, KOrEa - 
NAAM BOMHE OyzeT Morauiexo. Ho Hawemy PAYOOKOMY yOexre- 

HUY, B HacT onmt MOMCHT ΤΟΣ M 3amaya Bcex connanoTH— 

YECKUX M MUPONWOMBHX Tocyzapets sarmowaerca Β TOM,.. UTOOH 

BoeMe PHO CO nevCTBOBATE npexpamlenun KOHDAMK TS, , HCHO RB30-. 

BaTb CBOM aBtoputer x paAnaHHe C ΠΘΠΒῸ ΤΣ 0668 Bpax~ 

ΠΡ ΠΟ CTOPOHH. BCTaTb Ha ΠΥΤΕ ἈΜΡΗΟΓῸ yperymuposanus.. | 

UK KOcc O6parT un ΒΗΜΜΘΗΜΘ HA COOOMeHNA πουδ τ oO, 

TOM, ΤῸ Τ7 ceHTAGpA c.r. MunucrepcerBo MHOCTPAHENX en 

KHP. Bpyunno noconscrsy Mazuu Β Texvue HOry, B KOTOpON 

BUIBUPASTOA, ΤΡΘόΟΒΔΗΜΘ, UTOOH ΜΗ ΠΟΚΘΗ͂ cropoHa B Tpex— 

HHOBENH CDOK TeMOHTMPOBANA CBOU. BOCHHHe COOpyxena ἮΝ 

Ῥαΐοηθ κμτΐοκο- μηαμίοκοῦ ῬΌΔΗΜΗΠΗ. Mu He μηφορμήροβδημ. 

O BOUUX HAMEPCHMAX Β 9Έ 00 CBASH mM ΠΟΘΤΟΜΥ ΠΡΘΑΠΟῸΠΗ On 

He Nelath B πΒΗΗΗΪ MOMeHT KAKMX-NMGO OeHOK S0r0 Bailero - 

wara, HO O2MH BOMpoc BosHukaet yxe celluac --- He τοι πῇ 

STO’ MOBOT WIA umnephanuctuyecknx nepzas, B YaCTHOCTK TAA 

.»ν 
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CUA, K TOMY, YroOw BCTAaTS Ha AyTh BMeWatembersa, nokru 

Ha CepbesHHe BOeCHHHE MPOBOKALMA, YTO ele Oonee ocnox- 

HMO Ob M 665 TOTO HAaMPAKeHHOe NOMOKeHMe 5 STOM paltoHe . 

wert UK HIICC cumtaet, YTo ΠΟῚΡ couManucTMYecKHX crpaH 

Chelatb BCe OT HUX SABMCAMee AAA CPHBA uMiepuanuctude— 

Ὁ CRUX SAMHCOB DASKUPAHMA KDOBABHX KOHDAMKTOB Mexny Hesa~ 

BMCKMEMM CIpaxkamm Dro-Bocrowxok ΒΜ αὶ apyrux pattoHon: 

mupa,. Hawa CRUHAA ΠΟΒΜΗΜΗ HO aTMM sonpocars aBUnaCe Ou 

CaMHM OTPeSBIANIMM CDeACTBOM Ha HyTH ΠΠΘΗῸΒ noqevrare— 

new ΒΟΉΝ, s@bexTuBHOH noxzepzKod EIA HAMOHANBHO- 

OCBOOONNTCHDHOTO ABMXCHMA HapOTOB, | 

Mi BHpaxaem HANGER, YTO KUTalicKne TOBAPMnK .mpa- 

. BMADHO OWEGHAT yours RICE, ΠΟΙ ΠΥ nytex Hamel οὔποῦ οὖ 

SOPBOH NpoTus uMMepvanusma ἢ KOROHMARNSMA, SOOPBOH 3a 

ΜῊΡ M MexnyHaponHyH GesonacHocts. 

G KOMMYHMCTUYECKUM Npusetou! 
a 

-- πε 

ΠΕΗΤΡΑΠΒΗΜΠ KOMMTET 

HOMMYHUCTIUECKON TAPTUM COBETCHOTO COKBA 

a ’ 

18 cextTa6pa [965 roza. τον δ 
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Novemoer 5, 1965 

The Central Committee of the Conmuniss 

. Party of the Soviet Union 

Comrades’, 
¢ 

The letter of the Central Comm ttee of the Communist 

Party of the Soviet Union dated October 21, 1965 reached us 

on October 23. ᾿ 

The Chinese Communist Party, the Chiriese Government 

and the Chinese people have always regarded the Vietnamese _ 

peoplé's struggle against U.S. aggression and for national 

salvation as their own, and we have been giving the Vietnamese 

people strong support and assistance. ‘With the expansion ᾿ 

by the U.S. imperialists of their aggression against Viet 

Nam, we steadily stepped up our assistance to she Vietnamese 

people, We considered this ‘our bounden internationalist 

duty. However, the Khrushchov revisionist cligue adopted 

a policy of "disengagement" at that time and went to the 

length of accusing China. of! provoking the Bac Bo ‘Gul . 

incident. 

You know very well that U.S. ageression against Viet 

Nam is a grave threat to China too. U. 8. planes and warships 

are constantly intruding into China's territorial air space 

-and waters and committing milatary provocation. Not’ only 

πο: | — ERE 160" 2309) — S32 Ss” 
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must we give full support and assistance to the Vietnamese _ 

people in their risht against U.S. aggression and for 

riational Salvation, but we must also make intensified prepara- 

tions for resistance to U.S. aggression, Ours is a gigantic 
and very heavy task. Yet we have provided all possible 

facilities and expeditiously transported the material in 

- transit furnished by the socialist countries-to Viet Nam. 

. When Comrade Kosygin passed through Peking in February 

this year, we advised you'to assist Viet Nam sincerely and 

to provide her with practical and effective weapons, and 

we agreed to help you transport them, For the last eight 

months, we have faithfully képt our promise, regurdless of 

whether or not thé arms you provided to Viet Nam were prac- 

tical or effective, strictly abiding by the agreenent's we 

reached separately with the Vietnamese comrades and with 

yourselves, we have punctually and safely transported all 

the arms sént by you to Viet Nam, including the obsolete 

military equipment no longer used by your troops and the: 

damaged arms from your inventories, We have transported 

these arms gratis. The Vietnamese comrades know all the. 

circumstances, and on more than one occasion your represen- 

tatives have made positive comments in this regard, 

Notwithstanding the fach that we have fulfilled our 

obligations, you are spreading all sorts of rumours in the 

Soviet Union and abroad, slanderously alleging that we 



have obstructed the transit of your supplies, to Viet Nam, 

In our letter of reply dated July 14 this year, we thoroughly 

refuted the shameless lies you had concocted, In that reply 

we demonstrated that you are unscrupulously. utilizing the 

question of ‘the transit of supplies to Viet Nam to spread 

Slanders against China, that on the pretext of aiding Viet 

Nam you are trying to bring China and Viet Nam under your - 

control, and that the essence of your aid to Viet Nam is 

the execution, of a> policy of appeasing the United States 

on the question of Viet Nam in the attempt to strike political 

deals with the United States, to betray ‘the interests. of 

the Vietnamese people's cause of liberation and to tie us 

to the chariot of Soviet-U.S. collaboration for world domi- 

nation. | 

Your threadbare falsehood that China is obstructing - 

the transit of “Soviet supplies to Viet Nam has already been 

exposed. "Yet you have in no way resigned yoursélves to 

‘failure. In your present. letter, you have concocted a new 

‘lie in addition to repeating the old cliches. You allege 

that when the Soviet Union applied to China to arrange ᾿ 

the transit of military matériel to Viet Nam on August 26, 

the Chinese authorities tdelayed the signing" of an agreer 

. ment on the one hand and, on the other, "refused’ to accept 

for transit” ten mobile weapon-repair Shops and forty , 

oe i. ae 
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anti-aircraft guns on the pretext of the absence of such 

an agreement. ΕΝ 

What are the facts? 

On the question of the transport of supplies in 

transit furnished by the Soviet Union and other socialist 

- countries to Viet Nam, we have invariably acted ag follows:, 

every time a country giving aid has approached us with such 

a request, we have first asked the opinion of the country 

receiving aid, ise., Viet Nam, and then, after co-ordinating 

transport plans between China and Viet Nam, we have arrived 

at ἃ corresponding agreement with the country giving aid. 

This practice of ours is an absolutely necessary, entirely 

normal and irreproachable one, both from the viewpoint of 

respect for the soversignty of the country receiving aid 

and from the -viewpoint of the efficient organization of 

the transport of supplies to Viet Nam. And this is exactly 

what we did with your application of August 26 for the 

adceptancé for transport of additional supplies in transit 

of military and technical matériel for Viet Nam for 1965-67. 

Having received notice of your request , we duly informed 

the Foreign Ministry of Viet Nam through Chu Chi-wen, 

Chinese Ambassador to Viet Nam, on September 2, in order 

to confirm the matter and consult Viet Nam on ‘the question 

of transport. On September 17 we asked the Viet Nam side 
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ment with you as soon as the Vietnamese comrades gave us 

“an answer. But disregarding the facts, you-have arbitrarily: 

ε 
bad 

to expedite its answer. On September 27 the Foreign Ministry 

of Viet.Nam gave its confirmation, but made no reply about 

transport. So on October 7 we again asked for an early ἢ 

reply from the Viet Nam side, and Dang Thanh Van, Commercial 

Counsellor of the Embassy of Viet Nam in China, indicated 

that a reply would be forthcoming in the near future. But 

so far we have not received one. It is of course understandable 

that the Viet Nam side cannot give a quick answer -be a ques- 

tion that involves the organization of transport over a period 

of nore than two years. | en 

᾿ Since the Vietnamese comrades have not given us a 

reply, it is only natural that we cannot give you one either. 

On September 18 and 30 and October 7, 12 and 18, Chang Chin- ° 

ho, Deputy Department Director of China's Commission for 

Economic Relations with. Foreign Countries, explained all this 

to H.. 1. Kalinin, the representative of the Soviet Union's 

Commission for Economic Relations with Foreign Countries, 

‘A. A. Shaitan, its acting representative, and Major-General 

5. ἢ. Romanov, Military Attaché of the. Soviet Embassy in | 

China. He told them that we had consulted the Vietriamese 

comrades on this question but that they had not yet. replied, 

and that we would begin to discuss the signing of an agree~. 

. ΠΩ καὶ ο 
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_ to Viet Nam'as early as possible without waiting for 

charged us with tdelaying the’ signing" of an agreement. 

is not this an unfounded accusation and a deliberate 

‘calumny? 

As for the question of transporting the ten 

mobile weapon-repair shops and the forty anti-aircraft 

guns, it was raised by Shaitan to Chang Chun-ho on 

October 7. On October 12,’ after receiving the Viet Nam 

side's: consent, Chang Chun-ho saw Ha jor-General Romanov. 

and formal ly proposed that the transvdort of the above 

materiel be arranged by a separate exchange of letters 

with the Soviet side, so that it could be delivered 

the signing of an agreement on the transport of the 

additional supplies for 1965-67 to Viet Nan. Twice , 

first on October 18 and then on Gctober 21, we “urged | 

you to hurry with a separate ayreemenc, but you made 

no reply. (On October 23 Chang Chun-ho. once ‘again asked 

for an answer and asked your representatives whet was 

behind this delay in replying, Major-General Romanov 

. said, tComrade Shaitan and I have already reported 

on this to Moscow. I, too, don't know why Moscow 

has not replied up to now." Shaitan said, "I agree 

with you that an exchange of letters should be made 

separately with regard to the forty anti-aircraft 

- ob - 
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guns and the ten mobile weapon-repair shops. To be 

frank, we, as practical workers; have all along tried 

and are still trying to solve these problems more 

quickly, and I; too, don't understand why Moscow. has 

not yet replied." 

The ‘facts show in all clearness that the res+ 

ponsibility for the failure to carry out the transit 

shipment of this materiel in time rests wholly on yous | 

Now you turn on us and accuse China of refusing to 

arrange the transit on the pretext of the absence of ἡ 

an agreement; Obviously, you are intentionally turn- 

ing things upside down. | | 5 

When we said that the agreement concerning the , 

military supplies to Viet Nam.listed by you on August 

26 could only-be signed after we had received a reply — 

from che -Vietnamese comrades, you doggedly refused to. 

wait for the reply and insisted on its immediate signing. 

When we said that a separate exchange of letters 7 

could immediately be effected to cover the transport ~~ 

of the ten mobile weapon-repair shops and the forty. ες 

anti-aireraft guns urgently needed by Viet Nam, you 

refused and delayed the matter again and again. It | 

is crystal clear that your aim is to create a pretext 
1 ἔφ 

at 
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for vilifying China, - ᾿ . 

It must be pointed out further that you have 

often violated yur transport agreements with us. You . 

have frequently failed to submit your plans in time or 
“4 

to despaten your trains according to.plan, and you 

have, even sent trains unexpectedly to our frontier 

‘railway station in the absence of a plan or of prior 

notice. To cite examples. According to the stipulations 

of the transport agreements, you should submit an 

outline transport plan to us thirty days, and a finalized 

plan ten days, before the Soviet train reaches the 

Sino~Soviet border. But sometimes you have submitted 

your plan only three to five days before the train's 

arrival. The supplies.scheduled to reach our frontier 

railway station on August 26 arrived as late as Sep-~ 

᾿ tember 9. On August 28, you suddenly brought in ‘thirteen 
io 

wagons without giving us any plan or any prior notice 

at all, You have éither forced the wagons and escort’ " 

crews prepared by us to stand idle, thus. making us 

waste our manpower and material, or put us in a situa- 

tion in which we were compelled to ‘alter our trarisport 

‘plans to suit you. Thus, you not only upset our om ! 

“transport plans, but make it impossible for China and 

t " 
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Viet Nam to co-ordinate their transport plans, thereby 

seriously affecting the normal movement of supplies to | 

Viet Nam< - 

We have repeatedly raised objections to your 

violations of the agrecients , but you have persistently 

refused to mend your ways. On September 2, Li Chiang, 

Vice-Mini ster of China's Commission for Economic Re~ 

* lations with Foreign Countries, met Kalinin and pointed: 

_out to him in all seriousness that by this.practice 

you were trying to create a situation in which you: — 
4 

could upset at will the transport plans of China and 

Viet Nam in case we agreed to accept such supplies and 

put up with your violations of agreements, or you could 

Slander China as obstructing the transit of Soviet 

supplies to Viet Nam in case we did not do. so, He 

declared that we are firmly opposed to these practices 

of yours, and demanded that you strictly abide by the i 

agreements and work according to plan and that any 

change of plan should be’ made only with our prior 

consent. Kalinin replied, "The Soviet side promises |, 

that from now on it will take measures to observe all 

the points of the Protocol and all the conditions of . 

the contract.". 

However, violations by your side have in no way | 

a 
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decreased. On the contrary, they have become more 

frecuent and more serious, Thus, in September, 72 per 

cent of your despatches to China arrived either in the - 

absence of prior plans or not in conformity with then. 

; Between September 18 and October 23, Chang chun~ho 

raised the question of your despetching wagons ‘without 

prior plans with Kalinin, Ro:anov and Shaitan on ten 

occasions; and he repeatedly stated thet if you failed 

%o take measures to solve this question, she Soviet side 

would have to bear full responsibility for any delays 

in transport. Shaitan said: "We have made’a positive , 

appraisal of the efforts made by the Chinese departments 

concerned in transporting Soviet deliveries in transit 

to Viet Nam. We share the worries of the Chinese | ᾿ς 

comrades as ἃ γζεδυῖν, of hindrances occurring through ν 

our fault." "We appreciate the great patience the 

shown with regard to such hindrances." 
Chinese side has 

tGeneral Romanov ‘anc I have studied your remarks, 

found where the trouble lies, and asked the Director 

g Bureau of the Commission 

° look ; 
of the General Engineerin 

for Economic Relations with Foreign Countries t 

‘into the matter ‘personally and take effective measures 

to eliminate our shortcomings." "Please don't consider - 

us incorrigible." 
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We appreciate what Comrade Shaitan told US « ‘ 

Unfortunately you have not stopped your practice of a ᾿ : 

violating the transport agrecments. > 

In your letter ‘you boast of being "faithful to 

our internationalist duty" and "dong everyshing to 

support the Vietnamese people in their sacred struggle", 

and moreover you peremptoriiy assert that China is” ᾿ 

obstructing the transit of your supplies to Viet Nan. Ν 

Supposing that were the case, one might ask: Why don't 

you use your numerous ocean-going vessels’ to ship your 

military supplies to Viet Nam? Why is it that, you. ὯΝ 

have not vet sent the naval vessels you promised the 

Vietnamese comrades in February directly to ports in 

Viet Nam, but instead want to transfer them: to the 

Vietnamese comrades via Chinese ports? You try to 

justify yourselves by saying that the United States is 

enforéing a blockade against View Nam, that there is 

no connon boundary between the Soviet Union and Viet 

Nam, and that the transport of supplies through Chinese 

territory is "the only ‘practical channel", But is this 

true? Everybody knows that vessels ΟΣ various countriés 

are still able to enter and clear the ports of Viet , 

Nans. Vessels from capitalist countries can enter, 

and ¢o can these from socialist countries. ° Chiness 

a # 
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are not entirely absent eithers You simply dare not 

use your own ships te transport military supplies 

in aid of the Vietnanese people’ You are simply 

afraid of UiS, imperialism. 

In short, your actions on the question of the 

. transit of military supplies to Viet Noia testify fully 
a 

to the following facts: 

1. However much we try to help you transport 

military supplies to Viet Nam, you invariably make up 

lies and slander us. You have lied about us and 

᾿ slandered us from the outset; and you are still doing 

so now, It may be anticipated that you will continue 

to do so. in the futures You have fallen so low that 

you have become professional liars; and you have decided 

to exploit the question of the transit of supplies 

to -Viet Nam in order to invent lies about China, The - 

U:S. imperialists and the reactionaries in various 

countries are now stirring up a new international 

adverse current against China. Your last Letter in 

itself constitutes active participation in this anti- 

Chinese chorus. ο΄ 

2. While puttting up ἃ facaue of aiding Viet Nam, 

i 

you are actually sabotaging the cause of support for 

View Nam against U.S. aggressions You have set your 
" 

' 
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minds on creating difficulties for China and Viet Nam 

in their railway transport and on upsecting the normal 

transport of suprlies to Vist Mam in yvour.cttempts 

to hamper the Chinese people's struggle to. aid View 

Nam in her resistance to U5. azeression. 

3. Your aid to Viet Nam is given with ulterior 

motives. In involving yourselves in the qnesticn of 

Viet Nam and giving her certain amount or arms, you 

are trying to embellish yourselves, deceive the people 

of the Soviet Union and the world, enc gain a say on 

this question so that you can strike @ political . 

bargain with the United States and drag the question 

into the orbit of your general line of Soviet-U.S. 

collaboration for world domination. Τὺ is in pursuit 

of these aims that you are using every means to. oppose 

the Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese. people, who 

are firmly supporting Viet Nam in her resistance to he 

U.S. aggression. —_ ἮΝ 

Comrades! Khrushchov has stepped into his 

grave by enforcing the general line of Soviet-U.8.. 

collaboration for world domination, ellying himself 

with the United States against China and selling out 

the revolutionary. interests ofthe people of Viet Nan 

and other countries. In proceeding further along his 

* a - 
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path,.-you will assuredly come to no good end, if you 

do not want to take the road to complete ruin, ‘you 

must immediately give up your revisionist zeneral 

line, honestly assist the Vietnamese people in their 

ΌΣΟΙ against U.S. aggression and for national 

salvation, and stop the concoction of anti-Chinese. 

slanders and all other anti-Chinese activities. 

With fraternal greetings, 

Po 

The Central Committee of the 

o! Communist Party of China 



TRHTPAREHOMY HKOMMTETY 

KOMMYHUCTIMECKOM TAPTMM KUTAT 
a 

Tozapumu! 

Bam uspectHo, To CosetcKnli Cows OKasHBaeT 

BOCHHO- SKOHOMMEeCKYN NOMOWE Bh@THAMCKOMY Hapony B ero 

repouyeckolt GopEse NPOTMD aMeNMKAHCKOTO MMMepHAAMSMa, 

BH XODOWO SHaeTe, UTO. BhETHAMCKMM HapoR nepe XuBaer 

OrpOMHHe. TDyEHOCTH B 910} Sopboe, cpaxaetced He Waa 

CBOUX CH, NAA toro, YOOH ychemHeh CReDKUBATE HAaTUCK 

AMEPUKGHCKMX MHTEPBCHTOB, BeTHAMCKMe COPUH 3a cBOoOTY 

Wi HESADUCMMOCTS CBOeCH DORMAN HYXRANTCA 8 cOBpeMeHHOTi 

BOCHHOM TexHMKe,. ΒΘΌΒΒΗ CDOEMY MHTCDHAIMOHAABHOMY 801-- 

ry, Conercruli Cons renaet BCe BIA TOPO, YTOOH NOTED 

- ROTH BECTHAMCHMH HapOR DB eTO CEAMCHHOM Oopnde. Mu mpu—- 

RAPAeM OONBMME YCUAMA WIA TOPO, YTOOH OGecnewMTS BHNOA- 

HEHMe MOCO DPeTHAMCKMX ToBapmMlell Ὁ MocTaDKe MM BOeH~ 

βοΐ TEXHUKM, a | 

K coxaneHmw, © caMoro Havana ΠΘΌΘΒΟΘΟΚ cozeT- 

_ CRUX BOCHHHX Ppy30D LO BeeTHaM KuTalicxue BNactA cram 

COSTABATE TPYSHOCTH B TPANCHOPTMPODKE COBeTCKUX BOeHHEX 

rpy3OB EAA cpekanmeroca BaeTHama no repputopun ΚΗ͂Ρ, 

Mlocne Toro, Kak Mezzy, CopercKun.Consom mM UPB Ouna *20- 5° 
; a ee Sac " mF (oo $2569). 2.32 
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CTMPHYTA ROFOBOPCHHOCTS Οὔ YReAMYEHMN NocTADOK BOcHHOL 

TEXHMEM KM OO YCKODCHAN ee HOcTAaBKN, Nperctaputenu KU- 

; ~ Talickoll AIMMUHVNCTOAUNM UMHAT MpeHATCTRUA B peHcnoprupoD- 

: Ke HAUMX Fpyson γππὶ ΡΒ. B 910} chasm wm xorenu ΟΝ οὔρδ- 
+: 

= 

PATHIS Dale DHMMAHMe Ha HeKOTOPHe NOCHE xHMe HakTH. 

ΒΕ FOcKOASKY CRMHCTBCHHO ὈΘΔΠΡΗΗΖ ΠΥΤΡ ΤΌΘΔΗΟΠΟῦ- 

᾿ς ΦΜΡΟΡΚΜ ΤΌΥΒΟΡ 5 IPB npoxogur uepes TeppuTopun ΚΗ͂Ρ, 

TO Haul opraxu Ὁ CBABU GC paHee yCTaHOSubWwelicd Npax- 

_ RUKOH 9116 25 anryoTa C.T. nepenaau 3 Komuret πὸ Βηθι 

HESKOHOMMYCCKMM CBASHM HHP ΠΟΒΕΛΟΒΘΗΜΘ OQOPMMTE COOT~ 

BETCTBY HOUMM AOKYNCH TAMU nODATOK Nepe BOsOK AONOMHUTE~ 

HDHAX na pr ult COBETCKMX BOCHHHX Tpysos wepes Teppuropu 

| KHP 5 IPB. 
1 . . 

‘| HecMoTps Ha 10, UTO COBETCKHE NOE ACTABUTCAM HO- 

' 
CTABKAM B usec rHOOT KUTANCKYO CTODOHY 0 TOM, YTO 971} 

! | HOMOAHUTEAbHe MOCTADKK NPOUSBORATCA ΠῸ opounolt npoosse 

| DE @THAMCKUX apysek, KuTalicKKe ΒΟ xouTOe ΒΌΘΜΑ He 

mpegctasmurers mocompersa CCCP NocTapun Nepek Sam. Ha- 

_  OTBEUANH HA Halle MpexMoKeHue, & KOPRA 7 OKTAOPA C.T. 

} ' | wabHNKa T-ro ὙΠΌΒΒΠΘΗΜΗ KomMutTeta Mo BHeWHe SKO HOMMUe- 

cxum caagam HHP Uxan Yyua-x9 nompoc Οὔ yexopenum noxnu— 

CARMA STUX OOMeH HEX nuceM, nocnex sn 88 ΒΗ, uO KUTAT- 

_ CKaa cTOpOHAa He OVReT MOWHUNMATS COBeTCKMe DOCHHHE Tpyse 

eer IPB 20 BHACHGHHA "xaKoe BO HHO-T EXHHYECKOE mayor | 

CTBO, HaMeuaenoe Καὶ MOcTadKe CopercKum consou B PB" B 

Te ear cate mam Raigad RRS vase 
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1965--1967-rr., βόοόχοπημο bBeTHAMCKOT cropoHe 5 meD- 

ΒΥῸ ΟὝΘΌΘΑΒ, Β KAKMe ΟΌΟΚΗ OHA xenaer: 310. Hy HECT BO 

NOAYUUTE MU KaKue ἩΜΘΟΤΟΑ͂ ΤΘΧΗΜΜΘΟΚΗΘ posMoxoes ἈΠῈ 

ΠΡΉΘΜΘ, OTOH τὸ ΧΗ, ὔ 

-B. cOOTRETCTBUM 6. OTM PelicHveM HaWwMN Mpezcrapu- 

TCAAM OOBABIEHO 06 OTKA3Se HpPONyYCKaTE yepes TeppUTODUN 

KHP DARGa TDaHCHOpTOD ὁ Hamel 30 CHHOW MOHOMSO Bretuany: 

᾿ζϑ:ο Kaeaetca, B YecTHOCTH, ΦΡΘΗΟΠΟΏΤΟΒ c IO Βοθηρο- 
TEXHUYCCKUMM MACTeDCKMMM, a Taxxe 40 ΒΘΗΜΤΗΗΜΕΗ opy au- 
AMM, XOTA MepebosKa BoexHO-TexHuyecKoro uMyMectsa ocy~ 

WIeCTDAAeTCA B cooTBeTC TREN ὁ YRC ROCTUPHYTO panee 
HOFORODeHHOC TED Mexzy CCCP, KHP u IPB), 

Takum o6pasoM, ΠΡΘΆΟ TABUT CNM KUTANCKHX 5πδοτθῖ, 

C OHO ct TOPOHE, 88 neDEUDADT ΟΦΟΌΜΠΟΗΜΘ cornamennis 06 - 
YCNOBMAX ue peposox COD@TCKUX BOCHHEX TpySOB wepes HEP, 

a, c Ey rok CT ODOR, OLKABSUBANTCA NPUHMMAT Κ᾿ ΠΟΌΘΒΟΒ- 

Xe STM TPYSH ΠΟΙ MpegNorom, YTO coorBerersyHMMe FOKY- 

MCHTH elle He NOTNMCAHEH. 
τ 

DK KIICC cepbesxo ΟὐΘΟΠΌΚΟΘΗ croxmBuNMcA monOKe- 

“HMC, NOCKOABKY Sazepxka C ZOcTADKOH CoReTCKUX BOeHHIX 

Tpyson & APB cossaer ΠΟΠΟΠΗΜΤΘΆΒΗΗΘ TPYEHOCTH Ana repo- 

MUCCKOTO BEeTHEMCKOTO Haposa, B ycmopuax, Korga aMmenu— 

Κκαβοκπῇ ἩΜΠΘΌΜΘΗΜΒΜ opranusyer 6n0Kagy BhetuHaa, Teppu- 

TODMa KHP AbaseTCa cbASHBANIMM SDeHOM Mexny IPB αὶ Co- 

BETCKUK Cowsom. Y Conetcxoro Consa ἡ IPB HeT oduux - 
4 
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PPAHUN, M eEMHCTJeHHO PeanbHHh 3 eTuX YoHOBMAX ny Ts 

ROCTABKM BOCHHOM NOMONM .OpatcKomy BbeTHaMCKOMy HaDO AY 

OT CoLercKOTO “ΟΌΒδ, Καὶ APYPMX colMaaucTuYecKUX crpaH 

HPOXOMMT yepes TepPHTO PUN KHP. 

JTOro OSCTOATCAECTBA He MOMeT He YUMTHBATR py- 

KOBONCTBO ἈΜΊΘΗ, B chOe BOEMA OHO APMHAAO Ha ceOa 60- 

JOTBETCTBYHMMC OOABaTeALCTBA, B uacTHOCTH, B ὅθ0618 ὃ 

τὶ, KOCHrMHHM τὶ Mao Hs9-ayH oGetian, yro κατοϊοκπὸ 

ΒΙΘΟΤΗ OynyT BCAYeCKM cORelictBOBaTh OuCTpeliue χπο-- 

CTABKe COSeTCKON ΒΟΘΗ HON TEXHUKM BO BhetuHan, Celiuac 

He ἘΟΠΌΘΕΗ SaBePeHUAM Tf, Yeo Π|59- γῆ8 KuTalicxue BAaACTH 

YWHAT MDeMATCTBMA Be Opradusailau SechepeconHon *paHenOp- 

* THDOBKM Haumx rpyson.3B IPB, .. 

He xT pa πΡΒΗΪ HOMUTET HHICC puipaxaer Hayexny, oO 

CK ἈΠᾺ OCSCKTMBHO αὶ BHUMATeABHO pas Gepetca BO ΒΟΘΧ OIUX 

OakTAX M MpPMMeT OesSOTHATATeMbHHe MeDH Κ OGecneweHuD ᾿ 

TPAHCHOPTUDOBKU wepes KUTARCKYN TEPPUTOPUN- COBETCKMX 

Boe HHEX rpysop gua IPB. ᾿ Ν 

C KOMMYEHCTHUCCKUM ΠΡΗΒΒΈΟΝ - 

- 

21 oxTAODA 1965 roa 

-HR KUCC 
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| Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE = 

od TO : Mr. Conrad 7d - DATE: January 26, 1966 

FROM : C. F, Downing | . Holaes — 

>, 
SUBJECT: . 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C τος 

On 1/26/66, the New York Office furnished the text 
of a message the informant desired to send and requested that 

| it be enciphered. The cipher text was furnished to New York 
47 on the same day, - 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION : 

For information, 

ia 2: 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr, J, A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
1 = Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock «ον 

ἀκ, — bd  F.0 A iL ἜΣ 24-- 4.:292)- 5.32.6 
7 

ΝΕ 6 FEB 1 1868 

ἫΝ ee ener 

| aly. 

| ΒΗΓ ὃ 1966 
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1/26/66 

- WILLY OYDES 1GNATEPLACEWHERECOL ΟὐΗΡΑῚΝΤΘΙΑΒΕΪΓΟΒΕΡ ICKE 

buqoRSHALCi|tsPRING. 

54798 98713 56824 24992 05546 11662 15922 02013 16753 92988 

23924 13708 78329 94801 46434 16473 88398 72153 65554 69284 

53349 90165 
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‘SAC, New York. (100-134637-A) πο , 1/31/66: 

Director, FBI (100~428091): 1 ‘Bhawadhk 
δ᾽ : | 

$ 

sop) Ὁ 6 
SECURITY = Ὁ | . 

, / Ν He ee ςς 
οὖ woe - — . 

-  _Reurlet 1/25/66 requesting authority to maintain a 
from $15,000 to $25,000. of ‘Solo. funds on the: premises of your 

en 
office for the use. of NY 694-S*. in emergency situations, > 

| The Bureau. does not. see the. necessity for this. | a 
‘proposed. course of action, particularly in view of the fact ᾿ that. Solo funds have been handled by NY..694-S*. for approxi- δι 
mately eight years, and the need to maintain Solo funds.-on Ἂς 
the. premises of your office has not arisen during that period, \ 

| Your proposal to maintain several. thousand dollars of Solo. 
- funds im your office poses -@ great, many problems ahd places 

᾿ 8. responsibility on your office. far beyond the exigencies of ct 
this matter, ΕΝ - " Ἄ 

Asan alternate course of action to cope with this 3 
problem, explore ‘thoroughly with NY 694-S* the possibility of 
‘informant naintaining a safe within. his home .or office where 
informant could maintain a ready source of Solo funds, approxi~ Ν 
mately $10,000 or $15,000-for use in case of emergencies. This a 
type of arrangement. would appear to satisfy. Gus Hall who. assumes. εἰ 
that ΝΥ 594-995. has Solo funds. seGreted in his home or office, mt 

Promptiy advise the Bureaw as ‘to the results of your 4~ Ὁ 
discussion With NY 694-s*- concerning this matter, and include ~ 
your observations and recomendations as’ to: the suggested 
alternate course of action. ee σῦ- ψᾷ FOF 7- 39 

NGS span ΜῈ Πρ τὸ JAN 28] 1966 Ot aan 201865 _ 
NOTE: τς Lb  CoMMFBL. .,, gg ne - ae rol a New York*s-request=to ‘maintain Solo funds on the office © 

DeLoach__—_ Premises was made as ‘a résult ‘of\a Suggestion by NY 694-S*., Inform~ 
Cnr ant noted that. Gus Hall, who controls the. expenditure. of Solo funds, 
Cohn —-—-does not want these. fundsjmaintained in a bank and assumes. that 
Felt. thé informant has the fundsLSecretdd,in- his ‘home or office, ‘On 
Flosen tert, | . 
Sufftvor ney, 
Tavel 



‘Letter to SAC, New York 
Re: SOLO . 
100.-458091 

NOTE CONTINUED: : - ἢ ΝΞ 
eceasions Hall has become énraged because informant: was not 
able to immediately comply with his request for funds, As - 
a result, New York has requested authority to keep Solo-funds 
in the office safe where these funds- would be readily accessi~ 
ble to NY 694+S* for emergency usé, ‘The granting, of this 
request appears to be fraught with danger, and New York “is 
being instructed to discuss an alternate course of action - 
With NY 694~S#, wo ae | 

. ta 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DeLoach = 

Memorandum. ees 
: ROUTE IN ENVELOPE# 4 

TO ; ἘΚ, W.. Cs Sullivan’ DATE: January 20, 1966 Ai 

‘Le DeLoach == τσ 
FROM 3 Mew FAS, Baumgardner 1- aaninistrative Gendy ΠΣ ας 

om - 1 - Sullivan 
; SUBJECT:ASOLO. .7 ᾿ 1... Baumgardner 

INTERNAL ΒΕΟΌΒΙΤΥ ~ COMMUNIST ᾿ 1 ~ Shaw Ad 

| _In the attached letter dated 1/18/66, Special Agent in 
Charge, New York, advised that unless advised to the contrary, 

+ Special Agent George Edwin Jones would be designated as the 

~ "αν ee 

alternate Agent in handling NY 694-S*, 

My memorandum of 12/7/65 ‘pertaining to this matter be? 
pointed out that, although ‘Special Agent Jones possessed the 
necessary experience and qualifications for this assignment, 
he was in a limited duty status as a result of having suffered 
a stroke and it was not deemed judicious to utilize him as the * “3 

- alternate contacting. Agent, 

_ Special Agént: in Chargé has: now advised that Special 
Agent Jones has been certified by his personal physician for 
arduous and strenuous duties; On 1/18/66 the examining doctor 
atthe Government facility also certified Special Agent Jones 
for fuli duty status, 

OBSERVATIONS : 

- Special Agent Jones, prior to suffering astroke, served 
as the..alternate contacting Agent ‘for NY 694-$* and did a 
commendable job. NY 694-S*, who at times is difficult to handle, 
has. always enjoyed a pleasant relationship with Special Agent 
Jones, 

RECOMMENDATION: 

. That Spécial Agent Jones be designated as the alternate 
contacting Agent for ‘NY 694~S*, ‘If you approve, no additional 
action is necessary since New York's request in that regard was 
submitted on an unless advised to the contrary basis; ° 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO ; DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

F SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: SOLO 
IisS-cC 

ReNYlet 12/2/65 advising that UACB SA GEORGE EDWIN JONES 
would replace SA JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL as the alternate agent 
for NY 694-S*, 

ReBulet 12/8/65 in which the Bureau advised that although | 
SA JONES appeared to possess the necessary qualifications for this ἡ 
assignment, he was in limited duty status and it was not deemed #& 
judicious to use SA JONES. 

Please be advised that SA JONES has received a letter from ’ 
his personal physician certifying him for arduous and strenuous 
duties, Please be further advised that on 1/13/66 SA JONES _ 
underwent a physical examination at the U.S. Government facility. § 
On 1/18/66 the examining doctor certified SA JONES for full duty, ἢ} 

e Bureau is being advised of the results of this annual physic Bh 
amination By a communication an 1s Deing-removed 

from limite : 

In view of the foregoing and UACB, SA JONES will replace ΚΑ 
SA O'CONNELL as the alternate agent for handling NY 694-S*. 
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; Wick 

Memorandum 573 τι ke 
{ * Onete ROUTE IN ENVELOPE == 

TO : Mr. Conrad wg DATE: January 28, 1966 Fe ἜΞΞΗ 

WY TF πα 
‘ ; - Tele. Room. : 

FROM : δὶ F, Downing cro/Rwh Hols ame 
(2 

SUBJECT; ; 

ψ INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

ὁ. α Captioned case involves the Bureau's. highly valuable. 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving commun d— 

cations transmitted to him by radio, 

On 1/28/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 424 -GR 30, 
was intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

1 - Mr. Conrad Ν ᾿ 
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NR 424 GR 30 1/28/66 
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NR 424 GR 30 1/28/66 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

- + Memorandum 
TO * DIRECTOR, FBI (100-%28091) DATE: 1/25/66 

SAC, NEW YORK (100~134637-A) 

© 
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+ ReNYlet to Bureau 1/5/66 setting out the most recent accounting 
of SOLO funds maintained by NY 694-S*, The Bureau will note that as 
of 12/31/65 there was a balance maintained of $1,003,533.78. Of this 
amount $678,609.00 was being maintained by NY 694-S* in two safe- 
deposit vaults. The Bureau will also note that $215,000.00 was. 
being kept by the NYO in a safe deposit box already being rented by’ 
the NYO, NI 

ΔῊ fn the past it has been the practice of the NYO to require 
<a NY 694-S* to take all of the money available as soon as it has been 
™* processed by the NYO and the Burau. During the past few months 

δας When the question of taking additional money had been brought up, 
πὰ NY 694-S* evidenced a reluctance because the existing boxes rented 

a, by him have been loaded to capacity and in order for him to accept 
ὄδιι additional money it would be necessary to rent an additional box. 

‘+He has shown a reluctance to do this without being too specific 
Sb as to the reason therefor. It is felt that the informant possibly 

feels that he does not want the responsibility of managing an 
additional box although this is not .certain. ᾿ τον 

With veference to the $215,000.00 maintained by the NYO, this 
has not been processed completely for the reason that we do not 

sghave sufficient space to deposit additional bills. Of this amount 
<2 $120,000.00 is in $100 bills; $40,000.00 is in $50 bills and 
355,000.00 is in $20 bills. The informant cannot dispose of anything 
“babove $20 denominations and therefore it is necessary to convert the 
= 9100 and $50 denominations into $20's, In the absence of space to . 
place additional $20 denominations if the money were to be conve ao” 
NYO has not completed the processing. 

-ς 

For the additional information of the Bureau, the money furnished 
Athe informant is in stacks of $2,000 in $20 bills. The NYO maintains 
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- would make ineffective our _tracing*operations. for that portion 

(NY-100-134637-A | of 
- - ᾿ 

Xe vox capies of these bills in- the’ same order as ‘eontained in - 
‘the stacks.- When the informant passes out the money, he furnishes 
us with the first and last serial nuiber iin the stack and ὃν. 
referring to, the Xerox.copies, the N¥O-is able to identify each 
bili which he passes out: This modé of. operation ig necessary | 
since on most occasions the informant does not have time to 
record ali serial numbers especially when he passes out large - 
sums OF money. | . ὦ : - + 

Bt willbe noted from, relet that ‘the informant “maintains ως 
an excess of $100-,000.00 of SOLO “funds, in “checking accounts. | ae 
It is appreciated that rather than keeping additional money in °. - 
the safe deposit vault he could deposit the same in checking 
“accounts. - This would not be to the advantage of either the 
‘informant or the Bureau-since upon passing out the money he | " 
would not have time to record all the serial numbers and thus ΝΕ 

of the money. . Therefore, , in the opinion of the NYO the Solution. . 
.to the inadequacy: of Space-is not an. increasing the amount maintained 
in checking“accounts. = 

On 1/28/66 a, wadio. ihessage was received that money allotted 
τὸ the CPUSA bythe Russians for the year 1966 has atrived in the 

; United States. and at least a portion ὁξ it will be furnished to 
NY 694.8 ‘during. February. Based .on past, experience this. could” 
-amount to im'excess ‘of ἃ quarter -of -a million’ dollars for the _ 
first instalment. Assuming this to bé a fact; the Bureau will So τς] 
readily See that action. must be taken with’ reference - to depositories 
in order to handle ati this inioney. The safe deposit boxes currently 
being maintained by” the NYO are not of sufficient size. to handle 
any moré monéy.. In addition, these boxes are used to store oo 
valuables both “in security and criminal. matters: Due. to ‘the 

_scope encompassed as: indicated above, frequent, access. is had ἴο. 
. these" boxes. τὰ 

+ 
* 

The. NYO. proposes that a gate deposit ‘box ‘be rented by. 
the NYO for'the exclusive use of SOLO fuhds, This would. result | 
in having sufficient space ‘to keep. this money and without the 

~ necessity of constantly putting pressure on the’ ‘informant <0 take 
it from us. It is realized that this. will ‘result in the FBI | a 
maintaining Largé sums of SOLO funds for an. extended périod of 
time.- This would be to our advantage in keeping an inventory. of 

- the outstanding money in the SOLO operation - ’ 

. As the Bureau is aware, the NYO does not have access to 
the boxes maintainad by -the informant and must vely entirely on 
the informant making these boxes available for any inventory. 



NY 100-134637-A 

It is. believed that much of the reluctance on the pant of the 
informant to inventory these boxes has been the time required 
at the bank to cheék the money, which time is considerable. 
By reduéing the money the informant maintains in the vaults it 
would cut déwn this time a great deal. 

It should be noted that this suggestion is not in any way 
intended to hanstring the informant in his’ handling of the money 
as we would furnish the informant any amount of monhéy he requested 
at any time. Rather, the intent is to avoid forcing ‘the money on 
NY 694.~S* when he does not have suffictent space to. maintain it. 
Further, it is not intended that this possible switch in policy 
bé discussed with NY 694-8" but vather we start maintaining more 
money in our boxes by avoiding forcing ‘the money on him. No 
problem is anticipated in this regard. : 

Based -on thé above comments, the. NYO-re¢ “ests authority 
; £roi the Bureau to, rent a-safe deposit BOX, the, rel ἢ to 

eX $0.00 ΕΣ ΗΝ ‘Tt is believed that one can be rented 
for approximately $100.00 but this depends entirely. upon the _ 
availability of boxés at the bank at any particular time. | 

There have been odeasions in the past whereby a need has 
existed for NY 694-S* to furnish CP officials money. over ‘the | ' 
weekend. This ogeurred within the past two weeks while CG §824-s* 
was in New York. It was fecessary for both informants to put-off 
the transfer of the money until a weekday due to the inaccessibility 
of funds as thesé funds were located in a bank. It -has been. 
suggested. hy Ὁ (8. 582 πϑὲ and NY 694-S* that.NYO maintain. ει" 
approximate ly $15 ,000.00° to $25,000.00, on the NYO.pnemises SO 
that these funds would be available in ian emengency over the’ 
weekend, They féel .this desirable -as GUS HALL is not aware that’ 
the money is'kept in a bank and assumes. that it is hidden or 
buried in premises maintained by the informant or other individuals. 
The informants also feel that it would not ‘be désirable for HALE 
to get ‘the impression that it is maintained. in a bank. He would 
object to this... By keeping the money in a place which would be 
accessible over the weekend the informants feel that HALL then 
would never become suspicious as to the exact location of the 
bulk of the monéy, The NYO feels that their thinking in this 
regard is sound and has ‘considerable merit.. 

If the Bureau authorizes—the NYO -ξο. maintain up to $25,000.00 
on “the premises y this _money: would be kept an 3 a Safely ene combination 
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- have to handle it. 

he Sécurity Division, .and Supervisor 
If any oc 
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τ νον Qf which would be Limited to a few people, namély, Assistant -- : 
* Director in Charge, thé SACs in charge ὍΣ the Ἐπ παῦσαι ae 

- - τς In 7e 
casion arises for retioving money from 

@ over the weekend, one of these four individuals would 
ΤῈ is further anticipated that the above-. 

mentioned safé would be located in the Gun Vault of the NYO. ~- 
᾿ Ab appropriate- log wotild also be maintained: for this money. - 
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Vio____ AIRTEL 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091), 

FROM + SAC;. NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: € sola.” 

τ On 1/28/66, there was received from the Soviets, 
ar Via radio; a ciphered-partially coded message, the plain 
x ‘text of which is: as follows: — 

| “tye: would like to: see yéu at Drop ‘Catherine 
᾿ ‘on February 1. ‘Confirm today if you are 

we ready to. come." /+ - 

“we Bureau (RM | a 
1 = Chicago vee 46. δὰ 8) (AM RM): ΖΞ 
1 - ΝΥ 134-91 (INV)(4 
1 - NY eae coma i. (TALANOV) (343) 
2 ~ N¥ 100134637 aa 
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| AOUTE IN ENV, 

Date: if 287 66 

PH - 

a Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

J 
Via AIRTEL REGISTERED I 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100~-134637) 
OF nn lene 

| γ SUBJECT: Gow Ὁ A 
ΤΌ aaa ΜᾺ 

ReNYairtel, 1/21/66, reflecting that the Soviets 
advised that they had a letter for GUS HALL, which they 
desired t@=% JAMES JACKSON read in order that he may report 
on same to HALL. 

On 1/23/66, CG 5824-S* furnished the following 
information to SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON: 

On 1/23/66, GUS HALL advised CG 5824=S* that 
JAMES JACKSON had gone to the headquarters of the Soviet 
UN Delegation on 1joa/ 66, arid was permitted to make notes 
a a document read 28 him by the Soviets. As reported to 
eae τὸς KSON, the Soviets did hot dueittiand the title 

or the document from which they were reading, 
and they were very careful in the manner in which they 
allowed JACKSON to take notes. The pad upon which he was 
writing was taken from him as soon as he completed making 

his notes. 
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NY 100-134637 

HALL stated that document, according to JACKSON, 
was 14 pages long and for the most part was a resume of 
relations between the Soviets and the Chinese, reflecting 
the Soviet opinion that the Chinese are still obstinate 
and polemical. In this dccument the Soviets charge the 
Chinese with disrupting the solidarity of world communism, 
of preventing the Soviets from transporting war material 
to North Vietnam, of advocating war instead of peaceful 
coexistence, and of inciting a world war that would result 
in. a confrontation with the USA, 

HALL stated that there was 4 significant phrase 
in the document which read "we will not tolerate Chinese 
interference in the internal affairs of the CPSU." HALL 
stated that his interpretation. of this statement was 
that apparently the Chinese have been. attempting to disrupt 
the CPSU, and ‘must exert some influence within the CPSU. 

HALL also stated that he was surprised that thé document. made 
no mention of ALEKSANDR SHELEPIN, Soviet Deputy Premier, 
who was recently in Vietnam, 

It is anticipated that the above-mentioned 
document will be miade available to NY 694-S* within the 
next few days. The Bureau and Chicago Will be furnished a 
copy thereof as soon as possible, 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPY 
SAC, New York .(100-134637) 2/3/66 

_ Director, FBI (100=428091) | 1 + Shaw 

OQ 

INTERNAL SECURITY -C 

Reurlét 1/28/66 (copy to chiciga) , 

_ Relet recommends that the. Bureair authorize NY 694~5* 
to reimburse himself from Solo funds ‘forexpenditures made, in. 
behalf of informant !s financial, ‘commitment to. the Communist 
ary s 

The ‘Bureau ‘has no objection to this arrangerient .: 
As. a matter’ of fact, both NY 694-58 and CG, 5824=8* showld be: 
encouraged. to utilize “Solo funds to. reimburse themselves: for) 
expenditures made in behalf of the’ Party,. particularly on the: 
cost of informants! transportation while on Party business, _ 
The Bureau, of course, should: be advised in the monthly Solo — 
funds letters concerning such. expenditures: and exact use made — 
of such funds should beset forth,, 

1: > Chicago (134-46 Sub B) vet 68 1002 nfo [-5353 

-- eo pub | 6 Feb 3 WSS 

Party leader Gus Hail recently inquired of ‘NY 694~S* 
to whether he and his “apparatus were in good standing 

ΤΩΝ to:.dues,: payments, contributions, etc, NY 694-S*, 
though not paying dues to the Party, has, over the ‘years. made 
bstantial financial contributions, NY 694-S* ‘advised that 

‘Hall would expect him to make a contribution of δὲ least $1300 
for the year 1965,. Informant pointed out that in‘view of the 
fact that he. had recently. been hospitalized for an extended 
‘period he does. not have. the. necessary :finances, to nake such a 

_contribution, Informant: has: requested: permission to utilize 
the: Solo, funds. inj Mis ‘possession to take care of his 1965 

—findncial commitment to the Party. ie ré.is no objection to 
‘this. InformanyS should make more Liberal iSé}jof; Solo futids 
πῆρ cover such ¢xpenses vathor ‘than having the Bureau reimburse 
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25 : BY LIAISON 

| (Solo | 1- Liaison 
Date: January 28, 1966 1 ~ Shaw 

To: Director | 
Bureau. of Intelligence and Research . 
Department of State ~ oo 

a pb — 
From: John Edgar Hoover, Director ἊΝ 23] ee 

\ Subject: ~ SINO-SOVIET DISPUTE 

A source which has furnished reliable information in 
the past recently made availnble two documents, one dated 
October 18, 1965, and the other dated November 5, 1965, both 
addressed to the Central Comittee, Communist Party of the 
Sovict Union. The. documents reportedly were sent by the 
Central Committee, Communist Party. of China, and relate to 
the Sino«Soviet. dispute. 

There is. enclosed for your information one copy 
each of the above-mentioned documents. The enclosed documents 
are not to be. disseminated outside of your Department. 

lt —_ Because of the sensitive nature of the source which 
furnished the above-mentioned decuments, this letter ig classi-~ 

"FepHeewak, eens SP i0U 5384 
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‘NOTE: 

Director: ΝΣ 
Bureau of ‘Intelligence and Research 

Classified inp <cocfat" Since the disclostire of data 
‘furnished. by source ‘(NY 694~S*) could reasonably result in. the | 
identification of ‘source who is of continuing value and such 
‘revelation could result in exceptionally ‘grave damage’ to.the 
Nation. See Néw York airtel 1/24/66 captioned "Solo, Is - Ο," 
which disclases that. ‘the. docunénts: from the Chinese CP’ to. the 
Soviet CP were forwarded by ‘the CP. of Canadi to the- -CPUSA via 
the ‘Solo communication apparatus operated by NY 694-S*. The 
dociments which deal with o-Soviet : were. pre- 
viously, furnished to us by in 12/65. equested. that , 

_ ho. additional disseninatior mde. 
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Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100428091) DATE =. /28,/66 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
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On 1/27/66, ΝΥ 694~s* advised as follows: 

During a meeting with GUS HALL on 1/26/66, shortly 
before HALL left New York for a trip to the West Coast, ~ 
HALL asked the informant whether or not he and his 
"apparatus" were in “good standing" as regards dues 
payments, contributions, etc. HALL at the moment 
was referring to the fact that there would be a general dues 
assessment with respect to the next convention of the cP, 
USA. 

NY 694-s* stated that over the years, desbite 
the fact that he did not pay dues as such to the Party, 
he nevertheless had made substantial contributions to 
the Party. He stated that in view of the fact that he 
recently has had heavy expenses with regard to his 
hospitalization, he feels that he cannot personally 
make a contribution to the Party for the year 1965, 
85 HALL anticipates he will. He stated that his con- 
tribution ineludes that of his wife who, in HALL's opinion, 
by reason of assisting the informant in his typing work, 
is also a member of the Party. NY 694-S* stated that 
his contribution to the Party for the year 1965 should 
be at least $1,300.00 and that in view of the anticipated 
assessment in connection with the coming convention, he 
must make a further contribution at a later date, 

informant stated that he feels that in the 
future he should reimburse himself for such contributions 

ANS, (100-428091) (RM) 
L+chi 134-46 sub wok 
ONY salvo! ΔῈ) Sub B) (am ἘΝ) τῷ 3 YaLoPt — esas 
1-N¥ 100-134637. (42) COR ITO Ή 
‘ey " ἐς (Kt Ἧ τ ον Sosbif & 1966 

γγΝ a 
yg 

Β ὃ 198 U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



NY 1002134637 

to the Party from: 8010. funds ‘in his dossession. He ‘pointed 
out. that. over the years he has contributed largé sums 
of nioney to the Party, but that now he feels that he should 
be reimbursed for such expenditures ob of the- Solo funds 
in his custody. 

The NYO sees rio objection, to this arrangement. 
and recommends that. the Buread authorize the informant 
to reimburse himself for such expenditures as above 
described from $016. funds. 
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SUBJECT: 
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hashed 
Wale 

OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 
MAY 1942 EOITON 
GSA ΕΡΜΕ a Cie 1Ot= tLe 

UNITED STATES so Pent 

Memorandum 

Ὁ 

DIRECTOR, FBI (2100-28091) DATE: 1/26/66 

ἤ 7 SAC, NEW YORK (200-1346378) 

CD 
-¢ 

ReNylet, 1/5/66, copy to Chicago, reporting 
hogan in Solo funds during the month of December, 
1965 . 

The NYO inadvertently reported that the amount 
paid by NY 69}. ὃν on 12/17/65, to LENA SCHERER was $10,000, 
whereas said amount was $20,000. The balance on hand, 
therefore, should be recorded as $993, 533.78 and the 
amount of money deposited in the vault of the 67 Broad 
Street Branch of the Chemical Bank - New York Trust 

correct the referenced letter to reflect the above~ 
mentioned changes in the December, 1965 accounting 

Company, as $434,000.00. S 

Lt is requested that the Bureau and =a ’ 

report. 

FEC - Y28LU— 5336 

aK ͵ 6 FEB 8 1966 
ΨΌΝ (100-428091) (RM) —_—. 

i-chicago. (13h ~46 sub B) (AM RM) — 
Ἴ-ΝΥ 134-91 {τὴν} (41). 
ΝΥ 100-128861 Sub B. (GP, USA RESERVE FUNDS) (42) 
1-NY¥Y 100-134637A (42 . ΝΞ 

ACB:eac 
(6 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 

3 O1G~104 
UNITED STATES counter 

Memorandum 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

nil apron : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) 

SUBJECT: Coro 
Is -cC 

QO 

DATE: 

{ 

ὅν Ξ 

2/1/66 

9! 
ReBulet dated May 4, 1960, and CGlet dated January 

5, 1966, 

ReBulet instructed Chicago to set forth a monthly 

below is such an accounting: 

Balance of funds in possession of 
CG 5824-S* as of December 31, 1965 

Solo 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Mid-America National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois (this money trans- 
ferred January 12, 1966, from funds 
previously maintained at the First 
National Bank of Chicago, Chicago, 
Tilinois, and the Michigan Avenue 
National Bank, Chicago, Illinois) 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois 

CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in ‘safe deposit 
box, Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois 

Total 

|—Foud G&D 

accounting of all receipts and disbursements of Solo and CP, 
USA Reserve Funds in possession of CG 5824-S*, Set forth 

$110,000.00 

58,543.71 

4,048.00 

$172,591.71 

(2}Bureau (RM) | ~ 9 38 76 ὃ- 0 PEO 535 ἡ 
2-New York (RM) 

(1 - 100-134637) (SOLO) EY ae i raat 
(1 - 100-128861) (CP, USA - Reserve Fundg) FEB 8 1965 

1-Chicago 

RWH: MDW (YO 

G5FERO 1 196 

vee Ciel 



bic 

CG 134-46 Sub F | 

Additions 
Solo 

None - ; ᾿ τ 

: CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Returned mid-January, 1966, by LEM 
-HARRIS as unused portion of monies 

. provided for expensés conrected 
with two trips -to Washington, D.C. , 
December, 1965, to arrange for visas .- 
for Vietnam delegation 

Disburséments 

Solo 

Disbursements at New York City, . ὁ 
December 30, -1965- “January 4, 1966; 

In cash to GUS HALL | 

For pens, fillers, books, and 
,Similar items provided to ISA~ "" 
DORE NEEDLEMAN as gifts to ὍΘ᾽" 

: presented to ΟΡ officials ° 
abroad. during- NEEDLEHAN’s trip, 

. commencing January 3, 1966 

To NEEDLEMAN. to provide as gift 
to HARRY YARIS,. Warsaw, Poland 

For purchase of items at HALL's 
ing necklace for 

. and transistor ᾿ 
radio for ον 

τ΄ - Total 
τῷ 

On January 8,. 1966, to LOU DISKIN, . 
_ Modern Book Store, Chicago, for - 
books, pamphlets, and related 
material to be sent abroad , 

On January 8, 1966, as reimburse- . 
ment. for purchase price of péarl 
necklace neers = HALL for _ 

$1,300,000 , 

$1,481.00 

105,22, 



CG 134-46 Sub Ε 

On, January 8, 1966, as reimbursement, 
for purchase: price of shoes for GUS | 
HALL 

On January 9. 1966, as purchase “price 
for items sent to New York for CP, USA 
functionaries, inéluding liquor 

- On January ἘΠ, 1966, - to. MAX WEINSTEIN 
- aS back salary 

On January 15, 1966, to WAX WEINSTEIN 
as balance of back. salary and experises ᾿ 
due through February 1, 1966 

‘On January 27, 1966, sent as baby: gETt - 
to. SUSAN KLAYMAN, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada, daughter of WILLIAM KASHTAN, 
General Secretary, CP of Canada, — 

Total . 

CP, USA Reserve. Funds ἐπ ς 

None’ “4 
π πτ κω 

Balance of, fuids in posséssioh of 
CG 5824-34 ἃ as. of January 51, 1966. 

8010 

Nadntained in. ‘cash in safe deposit 
box, | Mid-Amer ican National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois 

“Maintained im cash in: sate ‘deposit 
box; Michigan. Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois 

“CP, USA Reserve Funds 

Maintained in cash in safe deposit ' 
“box, . Michigan Avenue National Bank, 
Chicago, Illinois | 

Total 

τσ, 

ως 1500. 
φῶ, 745, 61 

$110 000,00 

_ 55,798, 10 

ΠῚ Α͂,160,26 

 947169.,898.,36 
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* ἡ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO  : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 2/1/66 

rn NEW YORK (100-134637A) 
C2 . ! 

SUBJECT: eeet oe 

Remylets 1/5/66 and 1/26/66. 

The records of the NYO reflect the following 
transactions regarding SOLO funds during the month of 
January 1966: 

Credits 

1/1/66 On Hand $993,533.78 

Debits 

1/18/66 τὸ LENA SCHERER: 
For 8 weeks operating 

expenses of 
"The Worker" - $24,000.00 

For current operating 
expenses of 
"Freedom Ways” 5,000.00 

For current operating 
expenses of CPUSA 
National Office 12,000.00 49,000.00 

- 764 ene 
(2*- Bureau 

1. - cat oago | (tet A6-Sub B) (RM). 
1 - NY 134-91 
i - ΝΥ 100-128 ale B (CPUSA-RESERVE FUNDS) (42) - 
1 - NY 100-134637A (8) 

REC- 19 

ACB:msb 406 ~ O- FAS οὐ — 533% 

Ἐ 

rr & FEB 8 1966 
ewes ΟΣ 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
so10-t08 



FE Sg oa - 7% ὃ. Ὁ ΕΝ 

- 4 ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ | 

= NY 100194637 7 ᾿ ; 

‘1/18/66 τὸ NY 691-85. as -- .-  νΠΠῸὺῸῦὃ 
“Ξ reimbursement for ος ΒΝ το 

_ -  ladvanee from ~ - ΝΣ τ ως . 
᾿ ᾿ personal funds-to ΕΣ ΝΞ Ε- 

-'@US HALL on - ος we 
. _ 1/13/65 ΝΕ ΣΕ Ὗ ΠῚ ᾧ ὅ8θ0.00. " 

1/26/66 “tno GUS HALL, for a 
τ "Peoples. World® ς΄ 56... . - προς 

‘and current operating - ᾿ 
_ expenses of West Coast = en ΝΞ 

. ΟΡΌΒΑ District Offices - ἮΝ οτος 10,000.00 _ 

1/26/66 -. To LEM HARRIS for CPUSA . ΞΕ 
᾿ real estate investments:. . ! ἧς © :10;000.00; - ἃ 

- 4/26/66. "No" ISIDORE NEEDEEMAN: Por,” : ΝΞ ΕΝ 
ἮΝ _ CPUSA investment in stock: | | ᾿ 

tharket ΝΕ - ᾿ ΝΣ 79000400 a 

: 7 ~ ΕΝ 7 ΝΞ Babine : $931, 733. 8 
Ξ π᾿ 3 . 

ΕΠ 

a 7 “mie. “aboye: ‘balance; $931, 733. 78, as. aot w/31/66, “as ς 
: fjidinteined as-“follows; according to NY 68... 

Vault - 67 Broad“St. Branch of .¢.B.N.Y,T 60. _ $393,200. (ὁ 
_ Vault - 20 Pine St. Branch of G.B.NeT Co. 218,009: 00 " 

- ὅΔ0Κ BROOKS' regular checking account #1 - ς 
᾿ (6091-228619})" 60 Pine St. Branch of ΝΣ 
τς « GBUN.Y Be” 33,924 18 

᾿ΘΑΟΚ BROOKS. regular checking ‘account #2 ve 
- foot 252085); 20 Pine Stey Branch of 

. τ᾿ 36, 000.00 : 
JACK BROOKS regular checking account #3, 
(001#237942), 20 Pine St. Branch. of | - - 
C.B.N.Y.T. _ 40,000,00 -ὄ τ᾿ 
NYO Vault at National City Bank, oo, ee, | ; 
“72nd St, and 3rd Avé. ΝΣ _ :215,000..00 

Fg 930, 733. 78 
“Note: "C.B.N, x" above, is Chemical BanksNew York mridati ce 

. : καρ. 
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sna n° Q ..- : QO 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DeLouch wane 

Memorandum. ROUTEIN ENVELOPE:—= 
Conrad 
Felt 
Gala 

> Mr. Conrad Vago 0) DATE: February 2, 1966 ἜΞΞΞΞ- 

: C. Wwe 

ΝΣ 

ϑυΒι Βα ΤΩ ΟΣ. 

te hy Subtven 
vel ——— 

Tele, Foor ae 

Holmes 
Goendy 

ERNAL SECURITY - C 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY694-S* who has been receiving con~ 
munications transmitted to him by radio. 

On 2/2/66, transmissions were heard. by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequenciés 
but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

-For information.. 

L =~ Mr. Conrad - 
2 - νυ. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J.-A. Sizoo, Mr. W. ἃ. Shaw) 

1. - Mr. Downing 
1 - Mr. Newpher 
1 - Mr. Paddock REC. 18 

fare AS ΣΕ τίς 535 39 

6 FEE 8 1966 
το 
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OPTICHAL FORM NO. 16 » “δούδιοθδὰ - , 
{MAY Hz ESITION , 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

ἌΣ " 
> DIRECTOR, FBI (100=428091) _ _ DATE: 2/3/66 

SAG, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

On January. 27,. 1966, -CG: 5824-8 advised 
SAs RICHARD ἡ, HANSEN and: WALTER ἃ, BOYLE that he had, on 
that date, sent to WILLIAM: KASHTAN, Géneral Secretary, 
Communist Party (CP) of Candda, a ‘brief note directed to 
a mail drop address. in Toronto, Ontario, which had: previously 
been provided by KASHTAN, Set forth below 15. the text of 

the note CG 5824-S* sént to KASHTAN, together with certain 
information -added as parenthetical comments which give 
additional ᾿ clarity to the: content of this note: 

January. 27, 1966 

Dear Bill (KASHTAN, General Secretary, . ° ᾿ 
ΟΡ of Canada) ; _ - 

| Herb (GUS ‘HALL) and I want to extend. our - 
congratulations. to the new. grandfather .- We ‘have 
serit a séparate hello and: greeting (a cash. gift 
of ‘$15. 00 by mail): ‘to your daughter ‘(SUE KLAYMAN) ὁ 

Thank you for the taterial on the. family. 
quarrel ‘letters of. the CP of China dated October 18 
and November 5, -1965, received from KASHTAN: Via 
Néw York Solo ἀν)... Even though. ἃβ you said it 
was stale, it waS quite - useful To. 18. Did you seé 
the reply of the other family: (CP, Soviet Union)’, 
obviously to this, which. brought matters, up. to: - 

γῇ ap date? We may Sée it one of these days. 

@- Bureau (Rif) BX 109 
I = New York (RM) 

1 + Chicago. ΝΙΝ | REC 

ΜΝ ἘΣ sy 
(4) ER Lg δε i Se 

| G FEE 9 1866 : ΘΑ “ety BIAS ΝΗ | me 

Rw 
us vH~ elena 



CG 134-46 Sub B 
= - - ᾿ x = 

~ - - Loe 

I suppose our friénd H. (HYMAN LUMER) gave 
you a run-dowh on our last get-together (National οὐ 

-- Committee meeting) . In any case, some of it ον το τ 
_ May appear in print soon, especially - -Herb's (GUS 

; HALL's report). contribution and, of course, the 
» announcement about our wedding- (National Convention). . * 

Should you see H., tell him that the magazine ΝΕ 
(“World Marxist Review"): with which your friend — oe, 
Alf (DEWHURST, CP of Canada, répresentative to - 2 ᾿ 

: _. . “World Marxist Review", Prague, Czechoslovakia) 
is- working has asked for that article from him 
which he had prémised, I do not know what it 15. * 

_ 4 81} about. He might enlighten us, and he. may be 
a ᾿ . able to make some inquiries through your local : 
a . office (Toronto office of “World Marxist Review") — - π 
a of magazine via telegram or air mail. - co 

With best regards and greétings, 7 a 

. ! _ . _ Michael (CG 5824-5}) οἷς 

In response to ‘phe above noted ‘comminication of 
- January. oT, “1966; -CG 5824-S* advised on February 2» - 1966, ες 

ΝΞ that he had just. received: “the following communication poet 

from WILLIAM KASHTAN in a @rop. he ihaintained in Chicago. - 
πε Ὁ _ his communication, together with parenthetical conments 

made by .the source which give. additional clarity to ‘the 
Communication, was as follows: 

| ae Be “January 31, 1966 _ ΝΣ 

τ δ πτεροῦ Dear Michael {eG δβδά 8... oy ως ΠΝ ee ᾿ 

᾿ Thanks for your note and good wishes. As- ΝΙΝ τὸ ἧς 

pe it happens we had δὴ opportunity of seeing the ΕΝ 
latest reply (document of the CP, Soviet Union) 3 
which is more. or less of a summing: up of past . 
events, But the problem (differences between the 
CP, Soviet: Union and tHe CP of China). still remains 

—— 



CG 134-46 Sub B. 

‘as acute as ever » and. will haye ἴο be dealt with-— 
by arguing against wrong ‘positions while patiently. 
working for unity of action. There are no short 
cuts here, that's obvious. ; -τ 

Met your friend H, (HYMAN LUMER) and ‘slowed — 
him the above and also gave him your message a 

POS regarding a promised: article... aa ; 

τς Apparently the pause (KASHTAN may ‘be referring 
. _ o the Viet Nan situation) is over and hot times 
7: are Here again. 

-. Haven't Seen. Herbert's (GUS HALI,*s) contrabutdon - τ᾿ 
a {report .to National Committee, CP, USA) but. hope. to 

in a few days. All the best for. a good ‘and happy: 
wedding (convention). We are ‘beginning to Prepare 
for one (convention) here also, .. 

AS ever, 

eB, inten ΚΑΒΗΤΑΝ) 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
2/9/66 

Airtel 1 - Shaw 

‘} J): To: sts, Chicago (134-46 ‘Sub Β) (Enclosures = 2) - 
New York (100-134637) (Enclosures ~ 3) 

From: Director,; FBI (100~428691):° 
Loni . : 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ "6 Sagat μων ᾿ 

ReCGairtel 1/31/66, copy to New York, enclosing two 
we Russian-language documents and requesting translation, in-form 

suitable to be turned over to CG 5824=-S* and NY 694-S*, who in 
turn may furnish the. translation to Gus.Hall, 

4! γί 

‘and: ‘NY 694-S*, In the event that. your offices believe that. the 
manner in which the enclosed translation was prepared at the 
Bureau cotild ‘conceivably jeopardize the security of the informants, 
|the translation ‘should be yetyped,. ς wa 

mage fake ig. 0 HAL 04 — F34l 
‘NOTE: 6 Frf 10 1866 

' Translation is of 2 letters, one dated 9/18/65 and the 
other dated 10/21/65. Both were sent by the Céfitral G€ommittee, 
CP Ὁ the Soviet Union, to the Central Committee, CP of China, 
and deal with the Sino-Soviet controver é previously’ received 

τις ἢ δα Ho also furnished γ.10 
DeLeoch athe translations to CIA. 7 4s 7 . 
Mohr mms , 

ote οτος , ‘ 

Gallaksa = AY D Ω “jt ; . 

Gole ~~. : } 

Rosen ~ dv 
ΕΗ Gi eee 
Tavel rhea eee 

Trotter ones” ἌΝ ιν . . 

si "Ryo Pog “Ok ! 
seat ΕΒ Bi L$ 

Gordy ——— MAIL οἷν 

Ἷ the translations of these letters. ‘fro 

TELETYPE ontr L_] 



OMIONAL FORM NO, 1ὸ 5010=1046 
MAT 1862 COFFIOM 
Gi4 GEN, REG, HO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT | DeLoach — 

Memorandum ROUTEIN ENVELOPE s5—= 
TO : Mr. conrad το | DATE: February 9, 1966 ae 

᾿ bs ° Trotter, - 
at . Tele, Room πτατωνι 

FROM, + . Ἐς, Downing Holmes ———— 
- - andy 

OQ 
SUBJECT:“( SOLO 

NTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 7 bef, 

‘Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly vallable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi- 
cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 2/9/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
x radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 

μ but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

“- Mr. Newpher 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2-~- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. ἃ. Sh 
i - Mr. Downing 
1 
1 - Mr. Paddock 

HS: ack” 

( REC.3 ,466- 42-50% 554 Ae 

᾿ Ge 6 FEB 11 1966 

πὰ 

GD FEB 12 555 



OMIONAL FOZM NO. τὸ 
MAY 1962 EDITION 
GSA Fisk (41 CHT 101 πὶ), 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO? - DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) “PATE: ~— 2/3/66 Y 

F SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637A) ἐν 

Is=¢ 

ReBulet 1/31/66, instructing the NYO to 
; explore thoroughly with ΝΥ 694~S* the possibility of the 
4/ informant's maintaining a safe within his home or office 
| where he could maintain a ready source of SOLO funds, 

approximately $10,000. or $15,000., for use in case of 
emergency. 

Informant has advised that he considers a 
safe in his home or office an open invitation to burglars, 
and suggested instead that a strongbox be purchased which 
he may conceal somewheré.in his home. He stated he 
would handle this matter himself. 

- The ΝΥΟ sees no objection to this suggestion 
since the Bureau does not desire SOLO money maintained at 
the NYO. 

Pe 

| Pca gy Φο- #2907 ~ 53.4F 
- Bureau (RM) (1 “ἢ 

1 - ΝΥ 134-91 (ADM) (41 é ἧ- 
1 = N¥ 100-134637A bia} FEB 11 1988 

πω] ¥ 

ACB :msb 

(4) 

ΝῊ Oeiy 
ee FEB 15 1966 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

SAC York’ (δύ 184687). - 41/31/66 Ὁ 
clog, 0: eee 

Directoy, FBI (100~428001) 53 7 “ - ἣν ae aa 

| L Ὁ Batimgar'dner 
SOLO 1 .~. Shaw 

| 4 _CYNTERNAL SECURITY ~ σ᾽ 

Ἀδυνῖοῦ; 1/25/66. requesting authority for your office 
to: rent a safe~deposit box for the exclusive use of ‘Solo funds. 

The ‘Bureau is in agreement with your. comments. regard= 
ing the need to maiiitain a safe-deposit box for the exclusive 
use of Solo. funds... ‘Authority is: granted to expénd up to. 5100. 
per year for the rental of such.2 box, You must » of course, 
afford. this. matter complete security and -access: to the box must 

- be limited to those Agents handling or supérvising the Solo 
operation, In addition; you are to. ditiventory the box on a 
nonthly basis: and advise the Bureau concerning receipts and dis- 
bursements from this-box in the monthly Solo funds letter sub- ὁ 
mates by your office, 

᾿ ee Séé memorandum Baimgardner to Βα γον, φβιῤαίχρρεα, captioned Samé,. prepared by WGS:pah. ς 

ΒΒ. 8 Ὁ} 

Trotter «ττο.ὕ.ὕ......... 
Wick 

Tele. Roos 

! SSF εἰ τειεῖυρε unit [} 
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OFONAL FORM NO, 10 10108 

Se Οὔ" οὐ τοῖοι τον ; - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT peuoock 
, ΝΟ 
it Calicha 

Memorandum ye ΤΥ ENVELOPE = OU Gale a, 
RSC neers, 

TO :Mr, W. C. Sulliva DATE: January 28, 1966 = Rikm —__— Wes Tene rer 
~ DeLoach Tele. Boop ΤΙΣ Σ 

FROM : Mr. Ἐς J, Baumgardner ~ Sullivan Holme $ —mmenns 
YO ~M. F, Row Gendy : 

fed fad feed fet fe 

- (6221 IB) - 
sumer CS0r0 Baumgardner 

INTERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST Shaw 

The New York Office by letter dated 1/sa766 has re lie 
authority to rent a safe~deposit box (rental not to exceed $100 per 
year) for the purpose of maintaining Solo funds. 

" ΝΥ 694-S* ‘and CG 5824~S* are the custodians of Solo funds 
which are funds furnished to the Communist Party, USA, by the ᾿ 
Soviets asa financial subsidy, As of 1/1/66, Solo funds in the 
amount of $1,003,533.78 were being maintained. Of that amount , 
‘$678; 609 is ‘maiiitained by NY 694-S* in two safe~deposit boxes in. 
New. York City, $215, 000 is maintained in a safe~deposit box rented 
by “the New ‘York Office (this box 15 also used to store. valuables 
in security and criminal matters), and the balance of the Solo 
funds are maintainéd in Chicago, Illinois, by CG 5824-S*,: 

‘Current practice calls for NY 694-S* to immediately turn 
-over -to the New York Office for processing the Solo finds he 
receives from the Soviets. As soon as the processing is. completed 
the Solo funds are returned to the informant, At the present time, 
the two safe-deposit’ boxes maintained by NY 694-S* are filled to 
capacity and informant expects to receive in excess of a quarter 
2o6d. million dollars in Solo funds from the Soviets in February, 

6 

New York has pointed out that by renting a safe-deposit 
box exclusively for the use of Solo funds, sufficient space to 

{keep the Solo funds to be delivered in February, 1966, would be 
available and it would enable New York to keep its own inventory 
of the funds rather than having to rely solely on the informant's 
figures, In additdon, NY 694-S* has advised that it would be 
extremely burdensome on him to have to maintain an additional 
safe=deposit box, 3 

a 

It is believed that the granting of New York's request 
" would greatly facilitate the handling of Solo funds and at the 

same time tighten the securit of the Solo, ro ΣΕ 8 y ἣ : ψϑγο9, 5344 
100-428091 ; V Va 
Enclosure In X. 1a? 

| CONTINUED~-OVER 6 FEB 11 1966 
ese ᾿ | 

oa 2 



Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan _ 
Re: SOLO . 
100-428091. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

That the attached letter be sent to New York 
authorizing that office to rent a safe-deposit box for 
the exclusive use of Solo funds. 

gh OK } 
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Memorandum ROUTEIN ENVELOPE :ξ 
Conrad 
Felt πα 

᾿ Gale = : 
Mr. Conrad wt) DATE: February 8, 1966 ae 

TO 

Tavel : 
- Trotter —— -- 

fs : Tele. Room . 
FROM «C9 Cc. F, Downing Holnes ~————— 

Gang sugjecT: { SOLO 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

¢ On 2/8/66, the New York Office furnished the text of 
a message the informant desired to send and requested that it 
be enciphered. The cipher text was furnished to New York on 
the same day. 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

ΟΝ 
Enclosure 

~ Mr. Conrad “ 
- Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mrs J. Az Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

Downing Va 
- Mr. Newpher 

as MO ζ977- ss Ys: 

- Mr. Paddock 

w 7 τς 6. FEB YI 1966 
beta] 
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66925 

20610 

42033 

03528 

01441 

7412041 

72587 

96192 

24669 

$0154 

90079 

52767 

45708 

73515 

85968 

54084 

39798 

88044 

62142 

47219 

30196 

324932 

_ 78254 

87045 

47826 

74968 

$7291 

33285 

96605 

08835 

72380 

97828 

61148 

04171 

60408 

78653: 

01183 

20388 

44818 

13466 

05207 

25630 

75788 

89961 

77368 

45449. 

98147 

83314 

65001 

85246 

60384 

95256 

44462 

07318 

49188 

26474 

29379 

06492 

11043 

26108 

36747 

204714 

61535 

914023 

33125 

58685 

02454 

90097 

81736 

38984 

06968 

88060 

73520 

10606 

38404 

95811 

33655 

27104 

01118 

10955 

48763 

05947 

82100 

07573 

82073 

53503 

85059 

57111 

28741 

644169 

75082 

32299 

54375 

51775 

68009 

55218 

55333 

35263 

37608 

66337 

26245 

89844 

34554 

94269 

40028 

33168 

87432 

37366 

77193 

43416 

36330 

42777 

42704 

38678 

66504 

81566 

92744 

71063 

2e998 

1513% 

00545 

$2603 

94026 

97472 

72078 

01810 

47434 

53956 

08627 

75379 

‘82168 

304176 

75159: 

22853. 

92646 

56253 

48985 

90739 

53625 

01157 

92064 

67169 

89318 

10222 

᾿ ν. , ἣν thy , 

meee ee 

10734 

28704 

56616 

07734 

87935 

88936 

13705 

46748 

63914 

36696 

97763 

40418 ° 

79613: 

39627 

52922 

88099 

65152 

03038 

46952 

58197 

35936 

78600 

57545 

47991 

26015 

21329 

42162 

54394 

45507 

069038 

07197 

76570 

72745 

22849 

76444 

58834. 

38963 

04024 

99378. 

04733 

72418 

37344 

92787 

58498 

01294 

14468 

40115 

56155 

70928 

84961 

38802 

45582 

07998 

74637 

00679 

74884 

45855 

49396 

00945 

80444 

32457 

415517 

72214 

45277 

47757 

52022 

62815 

08051 

05535 

78883 

64183 

83985 

36242 

83314 

62573 

05533 

68397 

69569 

56303 

341198 

40564 

60786 

79564 

10881 

59356 

28703 

57846 

62592 

39483 

12486 

09126 

11276 

94584 

61425 

86487 

.-.--...- .. 

"00 ~ 2809/5 BYE 



2/8/66 

REF EREGCOACHCONT IDENTTATMOS HURGEN TPLEASETRANSHI Tir O| 

~ REFERERS AXON ANEW I THOU TEL AY {ROBERISCHEERAROBER TSC 

| HEGR/|F OREIGNED I TORRAMPARTSMAGAZINE|ARDEN TANT I|CoveP 

~  UGLICAND IDATEF ORCOVECONGRESSH NNOVENBERIAT 1 ONALHOPS| 

WHUH ASM ANYBROADICONNECT I ONS|LMIMPORTAN NATL ONAL INNER 

POLITICAUCIRCLESH NCove,|WILUseli NCAMBODI ANEXTFENDAYS| 

= ANEW TLUAPPLYASAXONCASH IER NCAMBOD I AF ORPERMISSIONT 

GEN TERSAxON||URGENTL YREQUESTITHA HEBEL NVI TEDITSAXONA 

NOBEGRANTEDINTERV 1 EWS|ANDTALKI NY OUR|AUTHOR I TATIVE(GO 

VERNNENTICIRCLES||REASONF ORHI TRAVEL INGNOU|I NSOUTHEAS 

Has LAL STOGATHERF ACTSANDIMATER I ALF ORCAUSEDHEB RAND NF 

(80. TAGA INS T}coVElPLUGli ΝΗῚ SPROGRAHI NHI SICAMPA I GNF ORICON 

sness||1FyOUCANNO TANDDONOTERANTHIMENTRYINTOSAXONTHE 

‘>, GGES TANI NTERV 1 EMA IITHEICASH I ER|{HElI NTENDS|I SPREAD 

G-.A{CAUS GF OREBE|ANDIAGA INS TICOVEPLUGONNAT I ON-HIDEISCALE| 

anaji(ConsresgeHeNeLecTedi{s1acHRér erceoxeR| 

Ee dees « hag ; 

JOO = χοξοφ,.- & 5 ἣν 
ΕἾ 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE == 
Gale enema 

TO : Mr. Ws C. sulivginy DATE: February ἢ, 1966 — 
Yo 7TFotter - 

᾿ | ς 1 - DeLoach < Tae Room ne 
FROM: Mr, F, J. Baumgardner 1 = Sullivan Holmes ——— 

ἐ σον 

O 1 — Baumgardner π᾿. 
᾿ ᾿ 1, - R. C. Putnam . 

SUBJECT: SOLO _/ 
RNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 5 

yr My memorandum of 1/10/66 set forth in detail receipts 
disbursements of funds from the Soviet Union and Red China ‘by the 
Communist Party, USA, during the month of December, 1965, The follow- 
ing schedule shows the present status of these funds together with 
disbursements during January, 1966, ᾿ 

SUMMARY : 

This> balance is maintained as follows: 

“* $931,733.78 by NY 694-S* in New York City. ᾿ 
. 165,798.10. by CG. 5824-S* in Chicago. =n 

- 

DETAILS: τ ΕΙΣ | 

Total received from Soviet. Union. 9/58 to 12/31/65. 330505503893, 443,639.00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to’ 12/31/65 ivesiccciesa 50,000.00 
Grand total received 9/58 to 12/31/65. cevcacccocvesctcsecs 3,493 ,639.00 
Total disbursements to L2/B1/65ecsicciscciadeccecsccsasess. 2.331.561 ,51 

* Balance ‘of Fund Y2/BL/650iseisscsereivisencscecsivoes 1; 162,077.49 

¢ 
Ja. 
“S1sBuRSRENTS DURING JANUARY, 1966: 

114. & 8/66 = Cash to Gus Hall, General ‘Secretary of Com-, 
*.  munist Party, USA ($1, 300)...Gifts for Hall's 
- family. at his instruction. ($226. 22). Shoes for 

,. Hall ($42, 83) eiverearitieriueiaediieesiesesseassd ey 569; 05 

1/8/66 = * Gatts for contacts abroad ($60) and books sent ; 
abroad (960) ὁ ὁ 2 ὁ »ιο),» “ὁ σὐ ὁ οὐ ιοδιοοο οὐ ροονούον δὸῤ 120, 00 

i 

100-428091. OY : ἣ " (e250 δ 3H le Ἢ CONTINUED=-OVER 

ane: ὌΝ Pe ᾿ ee ἃ FEB 15 1966 

ΕΣ: 17 1808 Oe 



Memorandum to Mr. W, σι Sullivan 
Re: SOLO - 2 Be 
100=428091 Fe Ν 

1/9/66 - Gifts for Party functionaries in New Yorks rise. oo 

1/11, 15/66 -.Salary and expenses’ of Max Weinstein ‘who is’. 
engaged in locating suitable ,investments for tn ΕΞ 

- 7 Party UNDE. cee eecereccecceciececucacssaesessiess a L,000,00 

1/18/66 ~ For eight. weeks’ operating expenses of "The τ᾿ so 
Worker, ᾿: Party NCWSPAPEL svesvsscrccceseocesesseves 24,000.00 

ΟΣ operating expenses: of "Freedomways;" Party: : 
Negro. ΩΣ _.5,000,00 

For. operating expenses of the Party's. National, _ . 
OLELCE ss ecccrerccasccdeeieceicenseeseoessnesseses 11,000.00 

Cash to Gus HOLL 6s sie eeieeiceiseseiineccnevereees 800,00 

1/26/66 - To Gus Hall for "People's World," west coast” 
‘ communist newspaper, and to operate Party's west ι, 

coast OFFICES sa saaaceiccsacdeveceveswesesscscesae” : 10,000.00 

.- To Lem Harris to invest in real estate for the ΝΞ 
. ΣΉΝ 10,000.00 

To Isidore Needleman to invest in stock market. | ᾿ . 
for the Party seccecdoccvnsccsecciccsscecssccsnces _ 1,000 ,00. 

1/27/66 ~ Baby gift sent daughter of leader of Cotmunist - , Party of CANADA. sevccccescccecdecnenssccsssacsens 
. 155 ΜΝ 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS FOR JANUARY; 1966. ..cescotdesssiccscscead 64,545, 61 

BALANCE OF. FUND -~ JANUARY 31, 1966..cerscececesccvace sees o$15097,531.88 

ACTION : 

- None. This. memorandum is submitted forsyour information, - 
τς An, up~to-date accounting, of Solo funds will -be brought to your. 

attention ‘each month, Details: ‘of the accounting of these funds 
are. not to be disseminated, 
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(15) 100-428091 

BY LIAISON 

Datet: February is, 106 ὁ ΝΞ Branigan 
Το: Director’ 1 = Shaw . 

Bureau ‘of Intelligence and Research : : 
Department ‘of State \ . 

_ From: John Edgar Hoover, Director ἜΝ 

Subject:, FORBIGN: POLITICAL UATTERS = RUSSZA: wise 
| INTERNAL SECURITY = RUSSIA Ὁ = 

The following information was supplied by ἃ source 
which has furnished relinble information in the past. 

Nikolai Vladimirovich Mostovets, head of the North 
and South American Sections of the, International Department, 
Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, is 
scheduled to head up ἃ new section of the International 
Department which will deal exclusively with Latin-American 

- affairs. 

the ποῦν future in ordér to intimately study conditions in. 

- 

δα ἶνας Servier 

Tavel 
Trotter 
Tele. R000 pence 

"ἘΞ 8 18 OP TELETYPE UNIT = 

Igor Mikhailov ahd Andre Urnov, both of whom work * 
‘in the International. Department on. affairs pertaining to the 
United States, are scheduled to visit the United States in 

the United States, They plan. to spend approximately three 
nonths in the United States and will also fantiiarize then~ 
selves with the operations of the Communist, Party, USA. In 
‘comnéction with his forthcoming ‘visit. to, the United States,. 
Urnov' has expressed sone concorn over the fact that in a 
recent article Ben Levine; a writer for "The Yorker," cast 
coast communist newspaper, mentioned Urnov and gave a ver’ 
accurate description of hin, 

sepa sper am nop) 

Χ poy 



pro st 

Director . ᾿ 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

Because of the sensitive nature of the source bs 
which furnished the above information, ‘this letter is ἕῳ classified ' τ" 

Δ . Director BY LIAISON Bebe Ζ 
Central Intelligence Agency 

afre/e % 

—_ 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

‘NOTE: . . : 
| Classified VDP geet" since, the disclosure of __ 

data furnished by source (N¥ 694-S*) could. reasonably result 
in: the. identification of source, who λπὶ ΟΣ continuing’ value 
and ‘such revelation, could result in exceptionally grave. 
damage to the Nation. Sée NYairtel 2/8/66 captioned "Solo, 
IS - C," which discloses that NY 694~S* obtained this infor- ᾿ 
mation: from Peggy Dennis, ‘wife of the late Eugene Dénnis, - . 
former Chairman, CPUSA. Peggy Dennis had just returned. from. 
the Soviet Union where she had conferred with Nikolai V. 
Hostovets, 

ee eee ee eT 
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-FD36 (Rev. 54-64) Ἔ. a 
5 " © 

+ ΗΝ : . 

FBI 

Date; 2/10/66 

Transmit the following in - 
. (Type in plaintext or code) ἢ 

previously made ty the Soviets, delivered a roll of microfilm 
to a drop, the microfilm containing the following messages, 
two of which were in cipher code and the rest in ‘partial code: |. 

Vie AIRTEL = = REGISTERED | 
: ‘ : ; (Priority): 

Ν ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) re 
_ OQ 

SUBJECT: (SOLO) 
- δῦ 

] | Co - On 2/0/66, NY 694~S*, pursuant to arrangements 

(1 ) The féllowing message was. in cipher code: 

"CCCPSU ὁ ~Corfidenticd— Most. Urgent: 

itpiéase transmit to CC North Vietnam CP. without 1. 

_ "ROBERT SCHEER, foreign editox, Ramparts Magazine, 
ardent. anti U.S. imperialism, candidate for United States _ 

Congress in November national elections, who has many broa 

connections in important national inner political circles [Ὁ 

in U. Ξε, will be in Cambodia next few days and will apply 

at North Vietnam Embassy in Cambodia for permission to ἡ 

enter North, Vietnam. Urgently request that hé be invited _ 
‘to North Vietriam and be granted interviews and talks in your 

authoritative goverment circles. Reason for his travelling 

τ now in Southeast Asia is to gather facts and, material for 

Wx \ Sikes 
~ Bureau (RM 

A 4 Chiéago β 446-Sub Β)(ΑΜ ἘΜ) 

OSIM ἘΡΕΊη ΤΟ tS) μΑτΑνον) 5) - ΝΥ͂ 105-14931=sup- ᾿ 2, ἃ 
1 > NY 100-134637 (Hi) gr ἘΠ: Ξ SY 
ACBimsb “- ee mate : 
(8) | 6 FEB,16 We 

= σ 
ni yee 

ον Oat 

- Approved: ANY? Hy. “ Sent -.------ς-... ἡ 
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NY 100~134637 

"cause of peace and in fight against U. S. imperialism in 
his program in his campaign for Congress. If you cannot 
and do not grant him entry into North Vietnam, then 
suggest an interview at. the Embassy. He intends +6 spread 
your cause for peace and against U. S. impérialism on -ι. 

nationwide -scale and in Congress when elected. 

"GUS HALL 
CCOCPUSA" 

Re above, see NY teletype, 2/8/66. 

(2) The following, message was in cipher code: 

yo "WLLL you designate places where money is to be 
picked up or shall I? —~ 

"JACK BROOKS" 
~ (3) The following message was in partial code: 

- tccopsy | | 

τ "This will notify you that CARL WINTER has been 
_ appointed editor of our ‘Worker; ' replacing JAMES JACKSON: 

᾿ς Who is now on official leave. 

᾿ Haus HALL" - 

(4) The: following messaze was in partial code: 

a "The question of the biography of CPUSA leaders 
and the film strips .and photos are in the hands of HYMAN LUMER 
and he js handling this question. It will he discussed 

‘-with you more concretely in the coming wéeks: These questions 
were raised by LEONID CHERNOV with person identical with 

. “Person identical with CG 5824-S*"! 

__- The NYO 4s not familiar with the significance of the 
above. message, which was prepared by CG 5824-S*. Unless 
previously done so, the Chicago. Office should explain this 
messege for the information of the Bureau, 

“On 



NY £00-134637 

(5) The f6llowing message was in partial code: 7 

" 7 "ISIDORE NEEDLEMAN. provided. the information on 
the Negro- delegation: Please inform us what you mean by 
Negro delegation. Does this refer to arrangements made 
with CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT on the Negro artists delegation? 

ι, We-need a reply immediately since if it is the artists 
ΕΞ delegation, they aré being booked for exhibits in various 

_ ἢ other countries on set dates. ; . 

"Please reply without delay." . 

_Thé NYO is not familiar with the significance of 
the above message, which waS prepared by CG 5d24-S*. Unless 
previously done so, the Chicago: Office should explain this 

: z 

message for the information of the ‘Bureau. 

ιν (6) ‘The following message was in partial code}! - 

| "T am. of the opinion that so far we havé ho 
agreement on placés for personah contact. for the future. 

(7). The following message was in partial code: « 

- "Drop EVA is next." | 



2: a - - ant ao . ΝΠ ens ΝΣ oe ceo Dae τ tm Eh at ren a ns a rr αν τιν 

; FOs06 (Rovy 22-64) yy, 
" "» 

ΒΩ ΝΕ b 
«ἃ. " 

ΕΒΙ 

Date: 1/31/66 

ROUTE IN ENy WWELOPE 

Transmit the following in , 
(Type in plaintexd ΟἹ code) 

REGISTERED MAIL ὁ. ἢ 
ΠΕΣ, oy 

~—_ τὰ μ ΝΡ - - . - 

Via  ΑΤΕΤΕΙ͂, 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
Attn: FBI Laboratory 

Ἔ FROM: SAC; CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) mi 

ΝΞ ReNYairtel dated 1/24/66-to which were attached 
for the Bureau. and Chicago. two documents. dated 10/18/65 
and 11/5/65 addressed to the Central Committee, CP of the 

: Soviet Union, from the Central Committee, CP of China, 
! ; which documents. were received at a New York mail drop from 

the ‘CP of Canada. 

Attached to dich of these ‘two English. language. 
ddécuments is a Russian language text; A close examination 
of the Russian language. texts teéveais. that: these two. docus ». 
nénts are, in. fact, letters, dated 9/18/65 and 10/21/65 from 

re ee the Central Committee, CP of the. Soviet Union, to the “Central 
. δ . Committee, CP of China. It will, be noted that. each is. the 

companion to one of the English language. d6cuments since it 
is the Russian letter to: which the Chinese: are replying in, 
each instance. + 

να 

conan 

‘prepare full translations of these two Russian Janguage 
documents, copies. of which are enclosed. herewith, The FBI 

ne nin 

The FBI Laboratory is requested to.expeditiousiy , 

δὼ 
: ~~} ΠῚ Laboratory is requested to prepare these translations in’ 

} ‘form suitable to be turned over to-CG 5824-S* and NY 694-S* - 
Oo who, in turn, if deémed desirable, may turn them: over to GUS 

HALL, General Secretary, CP, USA, Therefore, no markings 
iv 410 ΕΝ ΝΕ 

SrA 40η (RM) 
(1 + FBI Laboratory, Cryptanalysis-Translation Section) (Enc. 4) 

1-New York (100<134637) (info) oe. yO8- 22 nines CA 

i-Chicago ah 
WAB : MDW 
(6) xe fr 

at 

re κωρανωπανκένο. 
4 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

Should appear on these translations indicating that they — 
were prepared .by the FBI nor should typical Bureau form . 
be used such as typing proper names in all capital letters. 
Furthermore, the original should be typed on unwatered 
thin or onionskin paper and the original and two carbon 
copies should be furnished to the New York Office and two 
carbon copies to the Chicago Office. since NY 694-S* will 
probably be the informant to give them to GUS HALL. Handling 
in the above manner will obviate the necessity of retyping 
the translations in the field. 

The enclosures néed not be returned as. additional 
copies are included in the files of this office. 
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TRANSLATION FROM RUSSIAN 

(1) Copy of a G=page typewritten letter 

ΠῚ * * 

TO THE. CENTRAL COMMITTEE 

OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA 

Dear comrades, 

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union has decided to appeal to you in connection with 

| the tense situation which has developed as a result of the. 

_ armed conflict between India and Pakistan. According to the. 
information we have, the scale of the armed clash, between. -- 
India and ‘Pakistan continues to expand. Both sides have ᾿ 
placed into action considerable contingents of troops and 
military equipment, including tanks and aviation and naval 
forces. The armed. conflict between Pakistan and India ‘ -. 
threatens to expand into a big war. 

This conflict’ runs ‘counter to the national interests 
of the peoples of these very countries. It undermines. their 
econony; leads to the lowering of the living standard of the 
working people; and increases the dependence of these countries 

upon ‘the imperialists. In both countries, the. wave of- . 5 

chauvinistic and militaristic feeling is growing; the | 
‘attention of the working cliss and of the broad popular 
masses of India and Pakistan is diverted away from the struggle 

for the solution of vital social problems. In the environment 
of an emergency war situation, reactionaries of these countries 

get broader opportunities for attacking the democratic rights 

of the people and for expansion of repressions against the \ 
_ revolutioniiry forces. 

ἐς 

Ὡς 

δἰιςινμε Set ἐς ΝΥ Ὁ τξοδίξι 2: τ Ce τὸ ἐς 

. The outbreak and. expansion of ἃ new military conflict! 
in Asia places a strain upon the already tense international 

situation and creates a serious threat to universal peace. 

If we look at this conflict in a broad perspective, from the 

point of view of the problets of the struggle against the 
principal enemy «+ American imperialism = the armed clash. 
between India and Pakistan, simultaneously with the. 
continuously growing U. 8. aggression in Vietnam, concretely 

100° 492094 
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ἐσ Ὁ - 

helps the American Government to divert the attention of 
nations from the struggle against U. S. aggression; weakens 
the demonstrations of progressive and peace-loving forces 
in defense of the Vietnamese people, against the imperialist 
policy of aggression and war. This enables American 
imperialism to intensify its militarye-political pressure 
upon the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and other} peace= 
loving countries and progress still farther along’ the road 
of its piundering “escalation.” 

An armed conflict between two large Asiatic:comtries “- 
India and Pakistan = causes enormous political damage to the 
cause of the unification of the countries of Asia and Africa. 
-foy the struggle against imperialism, colonialism and neocolon= 
‘dalism, and deals a blow to the movement for strengthening of 
Afro~Asian solidarity. 

Thus, an armed conflict between India and Pakistan 
is damaging ἀπ᾽ 411 respécts to the socialist countries, to 
the international communist movement, to. the national-liberation 
movenent, to the struggle against the imperialist policy of 
aggression and Ware 

In this connection, We would like to say to you in 
ali frankness, that we were puzzled by the position of the 

.Governnent of the Chinese People's Republic, which fully 
‘and unconditionally supported one of the sides. Is it not 
clear thatsuch a position, regardless of the motives which 
dictated it, concretely contributes to the inflaming of the 
conflict and arouses. dismay among the supporters οἵ peace 
and fighters for national liberation? . 

‘One fact is completely clear, regardless of the 
causes of the origin of the armed clash between India and 
Pakistan: only forces of imperialism and reaction, only | 
those who would like to put the colonial yoke again upon 
the peoples of the countries of Asia and Africa, profit 
from the further expansion of this conflict. We get the 
impression that the aggravation of relations between India 
and Pakistan as well as the military clash between then, 
results from the provocation by imperialist powers, who 
act according to the method of "divide and rule." This 
farereaching provocation is aimed at the undermining of 
the interhational anti=~imperialist front. 



That is why the peoples of the socialist countries 
and the revolutionary and liberation movement as a Whole 
are interested in the earliest possible liquidation of the 
conflict between India and Pakistan. 

We realize the complexity of differences on the 
territorial problem which exist between India and Pakistan. 
However, we proceed from Leninist injunctions on the 
necessity for particular caution in approaching the territorial 
probiems. Such problems can and must be settled only on the 

‘basis of mutual agreement and, of course, by peaceful means. 

The duty. of the socialist countries is to ald such a solution 
of probleris; for in the opposite case, imperialists will 
succeed in plunging the independent. states into endléss 
internecine wars} in causing quarrels between the Afro-Asian 
peoples and thus create favorable conditions for the realization 
of a policy of neocolonialisn. 

The Government of the Chinese People's Republic 

repeatedly has professed its adherence to the principles of 
the Bandung Conference, which, appealed for the settlement 

of ‘tall international controversies by peaceful means, such 

as negotiation, arbitration or reconciliation, idgal adjust= 

ment, or any other peaceful means chosen by the parties in. 

accordance with the U.,N. Chax‘ter." ἦν - 

It was pointed οὗν in the declaration of the Chinese 
Governnent: ‘Controversies between Afro-Asian countries 
ieft over by history, can be fully, solved, justly and | _ 

reasonably, on. the basis of five principles of peaceful ; 

coexistence atid ten principles of the Bandung Conference, : 

in the-spirit of equality and friendly consuitation... 
We are sure that controversies. between AfroeAsian countries | 

wit be settled sooner or later by means of peaceful consul~ : 

tation.” 

We believe that we should be guided precisely by 

these principles in. approaching the conflict between India 

and Pakistan. In the present situation there is no positive 

advantage in bringing to the fore the question of the causes 

of the conflict. or in determining who is right and who is 
wrong; this. can be clarified after the flames of war are 

put. down. We are deeply convinced that the duty and task 

of all the socialist and peace-loving countries at the 

present moment is to aid by 411 possible means in the 

termination of the conflict; to utilize their prestige and 

influence to convince both parties to the conflict to step 

on the road of a peaceful solution. 
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The: Central Committee of the CPSU noted communications 
in the press to the effect that on September 17, 1965, the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Chinese People's Republic 
handed a note to the Embassy of India in Peking, containing 
a demand that the Indian side dismantle within three days its. 
military installations on the Chinesé-Indian border, We | 
have not been informed regarding, your intentions in this . 
respect and therefore would prefer not -to engage in any evaluation 
of this step of yours at the present moment. However, the 
‘question, immediately comes up: would it not provide'a pretext 
for imperialist powers, particularly for the U. 8s, to enter 
the road of intervention, to engage in serious war provocations, 
which would: complicate still further the Situation in this 
region, tense as it is already. ᾿ 

The Central Committee of the CPSU believes that. “~ 
the duty of the socialist countries is to do everything 
possible to frustrate the imperialist designs of kindling 
bloody conflicts between the independent countries of South- 
east Asia dnd other r¥gions of the world, Our unanimous 
position on: ithesé problems would be the most. sobering ~~ 
deterrent, in the wayof the warmongers and. an effective 
support for the national liberation movement of the peoples. 

We express hope that our Chinese comrades will 
justly. evaluate the efforts of the CPSU and will go along. 
the road of our common struggle against imperialism and 
colonialism, the struggle for peace and international Ὁ 
security. | 

With communist. greetings! 

THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE ᾿ . 

: | OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION 

September 18; 1965. 

' 
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(2) Copy of a 4~page typewritten letter 

rs PS * 

TO THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE 

OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHINA 

Conrades; 

You know that the Soviet Union renders military and 
economic aid to the Vietnamese -people in their heroic struggle 
against American imperialism. You know. very well that the 
‘Vietnamese people aré experiencing enormous difficulties an 
this struggle and -are fighting,sparing no effort. In order 
to more successfully hold in heck the onslaught of the 
American interventionists, the Vietnamese fighters for freedom 
and independence of their homeland need:modern military’ 
equipment. True to its international duty, the Soviet Union 
does everything in its power to support the Vietnamese people 
in their sacred struggle. We exert great efforts in order 
to sectiretthe fulfillment of appeals of our Vietnamese 
comrades for delivery of military equipment to thea. 

Unfortunately, from.the very outset of our sending 
of Soviet military shipments to Vietnam, the Chinese 
authorities have created difficulties in the transporting 
of Soviet military shipments for the fighting Vietnamese 
through the territory of the Chinese People's Republic (CPR). 
After an agreement had been reached between the Soviet Union 
and the: Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV), on the increase 
and of deliveries of military equipment, representatives of 
the Chinese administration placed obstacles in the way of 
our transporting shipments for the DRV.. In this connection, 
we would like to draw your attention to some recent fact S. 

Inasmuch-as the only feasible way of transporting 
shipments to the DRV passes through the territory of the 
CPR, our countries, in accordance with the practice established 
as far back as August 26, 1965, transmitted to the Committee 
for Foreign Economic Relations of the CPR a proposal to 
draw appropriate documents for regulating the transport of 
additional lots of Soviet military freight through the 
territory of the CPR to the DRY. 
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- Although Soviet representatives informed the 
Chinese side regarding the fact that these, additional 
deliveries are being made on the urgent appeal of our 
Vietnamese friends, Chinese authorities have not answered 
our proposal and when, on October. 7, 1965, a representative 
of the Embassy of the USSR madé. an ‘inqitiry of ‘the Acting 
Chief of the 1st Directorate of the Committee for Foreign 
Econoriic Relations: of thé CPR, ChiaiigChun-he, regarding - 
the expediting ‘of the signing of these “letters. of exchange ;. 
the latter stated that. the Chinese side would not accept 
Soviet military shipments for the DRV until it has been 
explained ‘twhat military technical eqiipment designated’ 
for delivery by the Soviet Union to the DRV in 1965-1967, 
would be needed by the Vietnamese side first of all; within 
what time it wishes to receive this equipmént -and: what «. 
technical facilities exist: for recelying’ this ‘equipment. " 

In aécordande with this decision, our represent= : 
atives ‘Were told. of the refusal to let trough the territory 
of the CPR of a ‘number: ‘of tratisports ‘containing our military 
aid ‘to Vietnam. (this: concerns, in Particular,’ transports: ° 

παι a & " 

.- equipment: is badne | carried: out in accordance: with an: agree= 
ment already reached’ éarliér ‘between the USSR,.‘CPR' and 
DRV). 

yoda : ‘ , i 4 

- “Thus, representatives of Chinege authorities, - on'' 
the one’ hand, detain ‘the drawing of agreements'on conditions: 
for transportation of Soviet military shipments: through 
the CPR,, and, on thé other hand, refuse to accept these 
shipments- for transport: on the pretext that Appropriate 
documents ‘have not yat beén signed. 

The Central Committee of CPsu 18 cottbuety 
concerned over ‘the ‘éxisting situation, inasmuch’ as delay 
in the deliveries’ of Soviet: military shipnentsto the DRV 
creates additional -hardships for the heroic ‘Vietnamese 
people. ina situation where American impérialisn. has. 
organized. a blockade of Vietnam, the territory of the CPR 

- {¢the connecting, link between the DRV and the Soviet 
Un: nion. The Soviet Union and the DRV do not have common 
borders and the only féasible way, under these circune 
stances, for delivery of military aid to the fraternal 

. Vietnamese people from the Soviet Union and. other socialist 
4 + countries - passes through the territory of Of the CPR. - 

z 

The leadership of China cannot ot help heing aware 
of this circumstance. It has undertaken appropriate 
obligations at one time. As a matter of fact, in a 
conversation with comrade Kosygin, comradé Mao Tse=tung: 
promised that the Chinese authorities would help in 

«Go 



every possible way to. expedite the delivery of Soviet _ 
military equipment: to Vietnam. .. Now, however, contrary. -to 
the assurances of comrade Mao Tse~tung, . Chinese authorities 
are obstructing: the Organization of regular transportation 
of our Shipments to the DRV. 

The Central Committee of the CPSU expresses hope 
that the’Central Committee of the ‘Communist Party of China 
Will objéctively and attentively examine 411 these facts . 
and adopt immediate measures for insuring the transport 
through the Chinese territory of Soviet military shipments 
for the DRY, 

a 

“With communist greetings, 

CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF CPSU 

October 21, 1965 
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“STR BRCTHOMCKMH HADOT B ero CBAMeHHOM Copbde. Mu πρι:-- 

HEHTPATEHOMY KOMMTETY 

KOMMYHVCTIMECKOM TAPTHM KUTAd 
. 4 

Topapngn! 

BaM ΜΒΒΘΟΤΗΟ, UTO CoseTcKuli Cows oKasHBaeT | 

BOCHHO~ 9KOHOMMUCCKYH MOMOWE BbeTHAMCKOMY Hapory B ero 

reponueckol GopbGe HPOTHB aMeDMKaHCKOTO MMnepuManusMa, 

BY XOpOWO SHaAeTe, UTO DETHAMCKM! HApoR Nepexupaer 

OPDOMHHe. TpyZHOcTH B 910} SopEOe, cpawaeTcaA He axa 

CBOMX cun, JNA TOTO, YTOOH ycnewHel CREDPAMBATL HATHCK _ 

OM@DUKGHCKMX MHICPBCHTOB, BbeCTHAMCKMEC Gopun 3a cBoooRy 

M HeSADMCHMOCTS CBOeH PORMHN HYXRANTCA B COBpeMeHHON 

BOCHHOM TEXHUKE, BepHu CBOeMY HHTEPHANMOHAMBHOMY ZOI- 

ry, CopetcKuk Cons 8188} 808 RAM TOTO, YTOOH ΠΟΡΕΘΏ- 

πΕϑιὸμ OOMBWKe YCMAMA ἈΠῚ TOTO, YTOOH OOeCHeUMTh ΒΗποπ- 

HeHMe ΠΌΟΟΒΟ BbeTHAMCKMX TOBApUMeH O MocTAaDKe ἘΜ ΒόΘΗπ 
} 

HOW TeXHUEN, 

K cozanenm, c caMoro Havana Mepesosox 00561- 

CKUX BOCHHUX TpyS0B 80 BeTHAM KuTalickue BNACTU CTanMK 

COSTABATS TPYAHOCTM 5. TPAHCOPTUPODKe COBETCKUX BOCHHHX 
+ 

TDy3OB ENA cpaxawileroca BactHama mo Teppuropun KEP. 

Mlocne toro, Kak mMexny CosercKim Cowsom u ΡΒ 6518, ᾿πθ0- 
; . (Ge Gsorl— GBA? 
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CTHPHYTG FOTOBOPCHHOCTE OO YDeAMTEHUM NocTapoK BOGHHOL 

TEXHUKM M Οὔ YCKOPCHHN 66. TOCTABKM, ΠΟΘ ΠΟΔΆΡΙ KU- 

~~ GTahcKoll QIMMHMCTOSUMM IMHAT ΠΡΒΠΗΤΟΤΏΜΗ DB ἘΡΘΗΟΠΟΡΎΜΡΟΒ- 

Ke Hawux Ppyson waa PB. B 910} cbasn ΜῈ xoremu OH oOpa~ 

PATHTS Dawe BEHMAHKe HA Hexoropye hocwexHne aktu. | 

TlocKONSKY CRMHCTBCHHO DEaNbHHA Nytb TpaHchop~ 

TUPOBKKN THySOB 5 PPB ΠΡΟΧΟΣΜΤ yepes TeppuTOpUH HHP, 

TO HAM CPraky 8 case ὁ panee yeTaHosupuelicA mpax- 

TUKOH eme 25 aury ora Οὐ, mepenenu 3 Komurer ΠῸ BHEL . 

HOOKOHOMMUCCKUM CBASAM KHP mpexAOxeHKe OPOPMUTE coot- 

DETCTDY ΘΜ ROKYMCHTAMM ΠΟΡΑ͂ΞΟΚ NepeBOSOK ROMOARUTE—. 

EB HEIX ποτ uit COBCTCKUX BOCHEHX Tpy30B wepes teppuropmi 

KEP 5 HPL. 

Hecmorpa Ha 10, UTO COBETCKME WDC RCTABUTeCAM HO- 

CTABUIM B USBECTHOCTE KUTAHCKYH CTODOHY O TOM, YTO 9TH 

HOMOMHUTEADHNG MOCTABEM HPOMSBOLATCA HO CpPOyHol npochoe 

DbETHAMCKUX ἌΡΥ 58, Kuralickue BHacTH FomToe BPeMA HE 

OTBEYANH HB Halle Mpexnowenve, ἃ KorZa 7 OKTACPA C.T, 

pe AC TABUTCID nocomseTBa CCCP nmocranun ΠΌΘΟΣ sau. Ha- 

YaAbunta T-To ynvasnenua Komurera ΠῸ DHellHe sKOHOMMUe- 

CKMM CBASAM KHP Uxan Uynb-x8 bonpoc 06 yCKOpeHMM ΠΟΆΠΙ-- 

CAHMA STUX ΟΟΜΘΗΒΡΉΧ nvcemM, nocnenHntt 88 ΑΒΗ Π, {τ Κατὰ τ 

CKAA CTOPOHA He OyZeT MPNHUNATE COBETCKMe BOCHHHE PPysh 

na IPB nO DYACHCHUA "eaKoe BOCHHO-TEXHMTECKOS MMYUe~ 

CTBO, HaMedaeMoe Καὶ MOCTABKE Copercxum Comsom B APB" 8 

¥ 

Aus 
jousx 



3. 
και ἡ 

1965~--1967. rr ., πόοόχοχημο αὶ SberHancnot cropoHe 8 nep- 
ΒΥ OWeDe ES , B Kakve cpoxm ona wenger “970. miyeer nO 

HOMYYUTL HW Kak uMeNTCA Te XHIMGOKHG positoxnoont aia τ΄ 

npuema 910} TeXHHKA". . 

"ΒΒ, COOTBETCTBMM C OTH PCMeHHEM δ ΜΚ Mpercrapy— 

TeCAM OOBABNEHO οὔ oTKase NPOMyCKETh wepes reppuropny. 

KHP para TDAHCHODTOD ὁ Howe BO CHAO! ΠΟΜΟΠΒῸ Beetuauy: 

(ato κδοδϑιοῖ, 9 WECTHOCTH, pasienoproa ¢ 10 BoeHHo- 
TCXHUYECKUMA MACTEDCKUMM, a TaKye 40° seHNTHEME OPY AM 
AMM, XOTA NepeBosKa 50@HHO- TEXHMYECKOTO HiMymecrsa ocy- 

WeCTDAAETCA 8 coomere ΜΗ GC yX@ ROCTHTHYTOH panee 

HOFORopeHHOCTEN MexZy CCCP, KHP αὶ IPB). 

Takum oOpasom, MpexcTebureau KutasicKux pracreit, 

C OHOH CPODOHH, SARepeUBant ΟΦΟΡΗΠΟΗ͂ΜΘ COPAAIEHUK 06 - 

YCROBUAX he peposox COSCICKHX BOG HHEX TpysoB Yepes REP, 

a, ὦ py ror CTODOHH, OTKASUBANTCA NDHHMMATS Ἑ. ne pe B08- 

ΚΘ STH LDYSH NOg MpexNOTOM, {10 ΘΟΟΤΒΟΤΟΤΌΥΌΠΗΘ HoKy- 

MCHTH e@me He NoxnMcCaHH, ᾿ | *, 

UK KCC cepsesHo ΟὐΘΟΠΟΚΟΘῊ CHORUBIMMCA πρποκθ- 

HMGM, MOCKOABKY SaneDEKAa C HOCTADKOK ΟΟΒΘΊΟΚΗΧ BOCHHEX 

rpysos 8 UPB coszaer ΠπΟΠΟΠΗΜΤΘΊΒΗΗΒ Toy ΗΟ τ nA repo- 

MYeCKOTO BRETHEMCKOFO Haposa, B yCHOBMAX, KOT RA amepu— 

KAHCKMH MMNepMaIMaM Opranusy er O10Kagy BretHaMa, Teppu— 

TODMA KHP ABAHEICA CDASHBANNIMM ΒΒΘΉΟΜ Mexay IPB αὶ Co- 

ΒΘΞΟΆΜΙΣ Cowsom, Y Conercxoro Cosa u UPB Her odmux’ 
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PPAHMW, WU CRMHCTICHHO PCGALHNK 5B OTUX yoROBNAX My TS 
ae oe 

5 RoctaRpky BOCHHOK NOMOMM OpatcKOMy BheTHAMCKOMY Hapoxy 

OT ConeTCKOTO Jonse αὶ Rpyrux coumaauccutecKux or pan 

“ TDPOXONMT yepes Tepprropuy KHP. ‘ ΕΝ 

ΘΥΟΡῸ oScroszenEoT Ba He MOReT He YUMTHBATE py- 

KOBORCTBO Kura, B CB0@ ΒΟΘΜΗ͂ OHO ADMHAHO Ha ΟΘ64 00-- 

<OTBETCTBYNNNG OOaSaTeHECTBA, B vactuocrs, B O6ecene ὁ 

T, Kocurusua τὶ Mdo Use-zyH oGeman, {τὸ xuralicxne 

BIACTH OyHyT BCAYECKM CORXelcTBOBAaTL OHCTDeWel πο-- 

CIABKE COBeTCKOM BOeHHOM ΤΟΧΉΠΚΗ 80 Bhetuam. Celuac 

xe ΣΟΠΌΘΚΗ ΒΘΒΘΌΘΗΜΗΜ fT. Mao Iiso-nyHa Kuralioxue BIACTU 

UMNHAT TIDeHATCTBMA B. OpraHMsaunt OecnepedohHok TPAaHCHOp— 

i TUPOBKM Hawux rby3sos.s IPB. ᾿ 

Teurpanbuuh Komuret ἈΠῸ supaxaer ΗΔΉΒΘΑΣΥ, uzo 

CK ἈΠῈ o¢bexruBHo καὶ BHUMAT eIbHO pasdeperca BO ΒΟΘΧ STUX 

OakTax wu mpumet OesoTmarare Ibe MepH K .OdecneveHun 

TPAHCHOPTUPOBKM Yepes KUTALICKYO TEPPHTOPUN- COBETCKUX 

ΒΟΘΗΒΗΧ Tpy30B ἈΠῈ IPB. a | 

C KOMMYBMUCTUYECKUM MpuBeTons ἢ 
‘ “ 

-_ | UK Κπσα 

21 οκτηύμᾳ 1965 roga 



HEHTPANBHOMY KOMMTETY 

a 
KOMMYHACTUMECKOM ΠΑΡΉΠῚ KUTAR 

doporne rozapunn! 
¥ 

Tentpanbunli Xomuter Komiuyxuctuueckolt ΠΤ ΜΗ 

ΟΟΒΒΤΟΚΟΡῸ Consa pela oGpaTuTBCA K BAM Β ΟΒΗ͂Ξ ὁ Ha~ .᾽ 
NDAZCHHOH OOCTAHOBKON, cnoxuBuelica B pesynErare BOOpy- 

KCHHOTO KOHDAMKTA MexZy Manuel u Tlauuc TaHo., Ilo MMGO~ 

meica y Hac MHiOpMauMM, MacuTady BOODYXeHHOrO CTOAKHO~ 

BeHMA MeEILY Wagner M flaxuctawom pce G6onee PaCUHpPANTCA. 

Ode cTOpoHH BBORAT Β Relictaue SHAUNTOMBHNE KOHTMHT@HTH 

BoHCK αὶ BOCHHOI TEXEMKU, B TOM ἩΜΠῸΠΘ TAHKM, ABMAIIMN, 

BOeHHO-MopeKue Chun. Boopysxexmui KOH@IMKT Mexny Haxn~ 

-CT&HOM 1 Μηκμθῇ ῬΡΟΒΙ͂Σ mepepactu B σΟΠΡΗΣῸ BOWHY . 

9T0 cTonKHoBeHMe MPOTUBOPEYKT ΗΘΠΜΟΗΘΠΒΒΗΜ mute: 
pecaM HADOROB ΟΟΜΗ͂Χ OTMX CTpaH. OHO NOXpNBaer MX 9KO-— 
HOMUKY, BERT K CHUMCHWO XMSHEHHOTO YDOBHA Tpyzamuxca, 
YCHAMBGACT SABMCHMOCTE STHX TOCyRAaPCLB or MMC DUATMCTOR,. 

B oGeHx crpanax pacter BomHa MOBUHUCTIMECKUX αὶ MMIMTa~ 

PUCTCKEX ΗΒ ΟΞ ῬΟΘΗΜΙ, BHYMaHMe padowero Κπδοοᾶ 1 mMapoRin 

HAaDORHHX Macc Wanuu u laxnctara OTBAeKaeTCA oF SOpBGH 

98. PeWCHKe HACYRHAX COUMANBHNX mpoOmem, B. oocTaHoBKe 

UPeSBUUAHHOTO BOeHHOTO NoAOReHUA peakuua B oTux oTpa~ 

- *HaX nonyvaer donee WAPOKMe BOSMOZHOCTH AAA HactynneHnA 
1OO- 4a%o4\= F BYG- 

ΝΥΝ 

Os. 
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Ha HeMOKpaThveckne Mmpaga Hapona, Pacwmpenua penpeccuii 

NPOTUB PeBONWUMOKHHX cunt, 

BOSHUKHOBeHHe ff paciMpetive HOBOrO BoeHHOrO κοηῷ- 

mkrta B AsKH HaKanaer 4 O€3 TOPO HANPAXeHHyD MexmyHa- 

PORHYN odcTaHoBKy Mm COSfaeT CepbesHyN yrposy BCeo Oey 

Mupy. Ecam paccMarpusars 9101 Kxondauxr B WupoKoM nave, 

Ὁ TOUKH SPCHUA 3ayau OOPEOH NPOTHB OCHOBHOTO Bpara --- 

aMCPUKAHCKOTO HMMepmanusmMa, -~ To Β OGcTaHOBKe npoqol- 
ἈΘΟΌΠΘΡΟΟΙ Hapactauua arpeccuu CWA Bo Baernaue BOOpyxXeH- 

HOG CTOAKHOBeHHEe Mexny WMuyuelt u Taxuctanom o6pexrusHo 

ΠΟΜΟΡΘΘῚ aMe PUKAHCKOMY MpaBHTeNLCTBY OTSHEUS ΒΗ͂ΜΜΘΗΜΒ 

HaPOROB Of ΟΟΌΒΟΝ mporms arpeccux CHA, ocnadaaet BYR 

CTYNACHHA MPOTPECCHBHHX UM MMPOANOMBHX Cun B SaMury 

BHCTHOMCKOTO HapOda, NPOTHB uMNepMaNucTMYeCKOH nomMTUKM 
arpeccuu MU BOMHE. STO Taer BosMORHOCTE. ave puKAHCKOMY 

WMNCDUAAUSMy YCUNMBATE BOCHHO-NOAMTMMeCKUK Haxui Hae 

ΓΕΒ αὶ Xpyrve muponwousye CTPAHN, ele Tambue npomBH- 

POTbCA Ha NYTH cBoel pasdoltunubell “scxananun" . 

BoopyxexHuil KOHIMKT Mezny RBYMA ΚΡΥΠΗΝΜΗ: rodye 
ΧΆΡΟΥ ΒΜ Asum -- Vinmue% uw Maxucranou =" MPM MHAeT or= 

POMHHH ΠΟΛΎ ΘΟΚΜΙ ymuepo neny OObeRMHEHUA oman Asan 

Ki AgPMKH | ANA OOPBOH MpoTme uMnepnarnoya,: KONOHMAMMSME , | 

M HeOKOMOHWANNSMa, HAaHOCMT yap πὸ ABUECHID 58, yxpenne-" 
Hue appo-asnatcxoh conuzapsocrn. . 

Takum O6pasom, BOOPYXeHHHH Konbauxt Mezny Wanwelt 
ἢ ΠΒΚΜΟΊΘΗΟΜ BO BCeX OTHOWEHMAX ΒΡΘΙΘΗ WA CTpan couva- 
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AMCTUEeCKOFO jareps, MeSIYHEDOAHOTO KOMMYHUCTUTECKOTO | 

-LBUXCHME, HallMOHARSHO-OCBOSORUTENBHOTO BBUXCHMA, TAS 

OOPBON MPOTUB MMMeDMATMCT HY eCKO’ NOAMIMKM arpecchu i 

BOW HEH , ᾿ 

B stot ΟΒΑ͂ΘΉ ist xoremy OH CKasars BAM 00 Βόδίϊ 

OTKDOBEHHOC TED, uto y Hac ΒΕ|9 88,18, ΒΘΤΟΥΜΘΗΒ NosuunA 

ΠΡΘΞΠΊΘΑΞΟΥ Ba KHP, ΚΟΤΌΡΟΘ ΠΟΠΗΟΟΈΒΌ x SesoroBopouno 

HORRCPHANO ORHY MS CTOPOH, Pasze He CHO, τὸ TaKag 

NOSUUMA, HESABUCMMO OT TOTO, YeM OHA MpozMKTOBaHa, 

OOBEKTUBHO CHYRUT pageuraHny KOHDINKTA, BHSHBAeT orop~ 

ἸΘΗΜΘ y Bcex CTOPOHHMKOB Mupa ἡ Ooplos 3a HaNNOHANS- 

Hoe ocpocoxnentie . 

Hesasucumo ΟἹ ΠΡΌΜΌΜΗ BOSHUKHOBS Hila BOOPYREHHOTO 

CTONKHOBEHNA Mexay ΗΠ Θἤ u Naxuctayom, ΘΟΒΘΡΙΙΘΗΗΟ “of 

CHO ‘OBHO: Of TanbHeliuero PAaCHMPeHMA OTOTO KoHbANKTA 

BHMTDHBONT TOABKO CHIH ἩΜΠΘΌΜΒΗΜΒΜΘ, M peaxunH, TONBKO 

te, KTO cHoBa Xoten 68 HadpocuTs KOMOHMANBHOe ΜΡῸ Ha 

HaDOmE onpali ASH vi Adpuxu. Υ Hac cosyaerca pilevarne- Ὁ 

Hue, uTO oGocr pexne OTHOWCHUA Mexny Vaauet u Tekucra— 

HOM, & TakXe BOGHHOe CTONKHOBEHME Mex LY HMMA ABIANICH 

DCSYABTATOM MPOBOKALAM MMMEPMAAMCTMYeCKMX CUR, Jeli~ 

CTBYOHUX MeTOROM “pasnemsh 1 BRacTByH" . τ TaneKo 

ULyWAL ΠΡΟΒΌΚΘΕΗΜΕ Hapa Bena HA ΠΟΙΡΗΒ MexTYHApORHOTO 

GHTMUMNeDUATNCTMYeCKOrO Gpouta, ᾿ 

Bor moueny Ha POI colmanncTHteCKUx erpan, BCE 

pe BOJOMOHHOE u ΟΟΒΟΟΟΙΗΤΘΗΒΗΟΘ ἈΒΗΚΘΗΙΘ ΘΑΜΗΤΘΡΘΟΟΒΘΗΗ, 

B ποτ μθ0  πκδμπδιμμ KonpAMKTAa MexZy Unguelt n- 
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TlaknctaxuoM, 

Mu orgaem cede oruer B CHOXHOCTM Tex pasnornacni, 

KOTOpHe cyMecTByN? Mexzy Munveli u Maxncranoit no Teppu- 

TOPMANBHOMy BoNpocy. OnHako ΜῊ MC XO MM M3 NeHMHOKUX 

YRASAHWA ὁ HEOOXODMMOCTH OCOGOK OcTOpOxHOCTM B NOZKXORe 

K TEPPMTOPMAABHHM NMpOOAeMamM, Takue ΠΡΟΟΠΟΜΗ Moryr u ° 

HONKHE PeTYAMPOBATBCA TONBKO Ha ocHoRe Bsamunoit HOro~ 

BOPCHHOCTM HM, KOHEYHO, MUDHHMM cpercrBamu. Jlomr couna- 

AMCTMYCCKUX TOCYMAPCTB COCTOMT B TOM, YTOOH οποοού- | 

CIBOBATh TAKOMY pelleHMH ΒΟΠΡΟΟΟΒ, Μόο 8 nDOTMBHOM cAy— 

Uae MMNeEPMARUCTaM YRACTCS ΒΒΘΌΓΗΥΤΒ HesaBHCUMHe rocy- 

HAPCTBA B HeCKOHYaeMHe MexROyCOOHHe BOKHN, Mepeccoputs 

HADOIE Asuu ἡ A@PUKM M TEM CAMEM CO3zaTE Oar ONpMATHHE 

YCAOBMA INA OCYNECTBIEHMA NOAMTMXN HeOKOAOHMANUSMA. 

IIpapure wbcTBO ΚΗ͂Ρ He pas ΘΘΗΒΠΗ͂ΠΟ ὁ cBOeH mpu- 

B@PHEHHOCTH TIpPMHNNMAM BaynyHrcKo Kondepesyun, KoTopas 

npuspala K yperyaupoBaHnw "BCeX MexLyHApOAMNX CNOpOB 

MUDHEMM CDENCTBAMM, TAKUMI, Kax Neperowopul, apourpax 

WIM TpuMupenve, wpuquveckoe yberylMpopasue , Tak xe, 

KAX M UPYPUMa MMpHHMM CpexcTBaMM ΠῸ BHOOpy CTODOH B 

COOTBETCTBUM C yetazom OOH". . | 

Β SaaBeHuu Kuralickoro mpapyremEcTBa ykasupanocs: 

"OctaBnexsHne μοτορποῆ ΟΠΌΡΗ MexTy asvatcKo-abpuxancKynan “ 

CTDAHA@MM BROAHE MOXHO paspeuMTS chpaBenAMBO Mm pasyHO 

Ha OCHOBe MATH ΠΌΜΗΙΠΠΟΒ MADHOFO COCYHeCTBOBAHHA ἡ π6-- 

CATM ΠΡΗΗΠΗΠΟΒ ΒΔΗΣΥΗΤΌΚκοΟΣ KonpepeHuMn, B ΑΥ̓ΧΘ paBHo- 

npaBMA M UpyxectBeHMIX KOHCYIBTaNM..., MH -YBepeHH Β 



, ὃ. 
τ 
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TOM, .YTO CHOPH Mexzzy Q3VaTCKO-APpUKAHCKUMM. CTDAHAMM τ΄ 

PAHO MIM NOSHHO OyRy? yperyruposany PasyMHO, Ny Tem, 

MUDHHX ΚΟΗΟΥ ποτά", . 

Mt cumtaem, UPTO MMeHHO oTuM npuanuienn Ht HeOO~- 

XONUMO pyxo BO TomBOBAT ECA, B ΠΟΙΧΟΙΘ Καὶ KOHDIMKTY Mex ny 

Vugueh nw laxucranom. Β΄ “‘CHONMBEHCE OOcTaHOBKe HeT ποπο- 

XAT NBHOPO ΟΜΒΟ Πα B TOM, UTOCH BHABUTAaTS Ha ΠΟΌΒΗΝΪ nian 

ΒΟΠΡΟΟ 0 NPUUMHAX BOSHUKHOBeHMA KOHDIMKTA, ΠΟΚΘΤΡ, KTO 

MpaB, 8 KTO BMHOBAT, 910 MORHO Gye? ΒΗΒΟΗΜΊ, Kora . 

Nama BOMHH ΟΥ̓́Θ. noraweno. To Hamemy rnyOokomMy yoexne- 

HAN, B Hact oamut MOM@HT OAT M sanaya Bcex commanner it 

ὩΘΟΚΗ͂Χ HU MUPONWOMBHX TocyyapeTR saxnyuaerca B TOM». . YTOOH 

BO@ME PHO cOneHcTBOBaTE mpexpameni KOHQAMKTA , Ncionb30-. 

BATS cBOK ABTOPUTeT ἡ pane C HERBY ἜΣ οὔθ Bpax- 

ay 2}: CT OOH. BCTATB Ha ny?B MUDHOTO yperyanposasia . 

OK. KOC OOPATU BHUMAHMe Ha coogueHuA nevaru 0, 

TOM, UTO I7 ΟΘΗΊΠΟΡΗ C.r. Munuctepcrso MHOC TpAHHHX yen 

ΚΗ͂Ρ Bpyyuao noconsorsy Manzun B Hexune HOTY, B KOTOpOM 

BUABUTAeTCS, ΤΡΘΟΌΒΘΗΜΘ, UTOOH MHNMKCKAR CTODOHA B Tpex— 

AHEBHHH cpox REMOHTHPOBANA CBOM BOCHHHE COOPYXeHMA B ’ 

palione Kuralicko-nanuticxol ΓΌΘΗΜΠΗ. MH He πηφορμΑρ ΒΆΔΗΝ. 

O ΒΘΗΠΙΧ HOMEPCHUAX Β STOH CBASH ἡ ΠΟΘΤΟΜΥ hpeqnownn On 

HE ReNaTS B RAHHWH MOMeHT KaKUX-AUGO ONeHOK 9TOTO Baitero 
Wara. Ho O4MH BOMpoc BosHUKaeT yxe celiuac -- He πᾶοτ᾽ mM 

STO MOBO AA UMMepManvcTMYeCKUX epxas, B YacTHOCTU ANA 
tx 

‘ 

Ae 

“Wing 



thet 

δ.΄. 

CIA, K TOMY, UTOOH ΒΟΤΘΤΡ Ha NYT BéeliaTexBcTBa, ποτ 

H@ ΟΘΌΒΘΒΗΜΘ BOCHHHe MPOBOKALMM, YTO elle Gonee oOcnOR- 

HMO OH M OeS TOTO HanpAXeH HOS ΠΟΠΟΆΘΕΜΒ 3 OTOM DalioHe . 

ΠΕ KCC cuntaer, uro FONT cOuMAAMCTHYeCKHX cTDaH 

Che ΘΒ BCE OT HUX SaBMCAMee Bid cDuBa MMNepvannctTKhue— 

CKMX SAMHC.OB DASKMPAHUA KPOBASHX KOHDIMKTOB MexIY Hesa- 

BUCMMBMM cTpaHama Yro-BocTouHok ASM Mu Apyrux paliouos 

mupa. Hala ΘΑΜΗΘΑ nosuuya ΠῸ oTmM Bompoca ABWIace Ou 

CaMLIM OTPeCSBIADIMM CDCRCTEOM Ha MYTH ΠΙΘΗ͂ΟΒ Noyzurare~ 

cei BOHN, siPeKTUBHOK MonTeEpxKok ππ HAIMOHATBHO- 

OCBOOOMMTENBHOFO IBMKCHMA HApOROs. . 

MH BHpekaeM Hayexgy, UTO KuTalickMe TOBApMmgM.Mpa- 

. BMJIBHO OWeHAT younua KIICC, nolizyr nytem Haueii oomeit” 

GOPbON MpoTMB MMMepNANNSMa MU KONOKMAAMSMA, GODLOH 88 

MMP M MexnyHADOTHYN OesonacHOocTS. ΝΞ 

C KOMMYHUCTMYCCKMM TpHBeToM! 
a 

᾿ ΠΡΗΤΡΑΠΡΗΒΕΙ KOMMTET 

HOMMYHUCTHUECKOM TAPTUM COBETCKOTO ΟΌΚΒΑᾺ 
- 

2 

J 
- 

18 centaépa 1965 roza. 
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᾿ τς 7 " (Type in plaintext or code} , 

να. ARTEL. - _ REGISTERED 
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_ | Tm 3 DIRECTOR, FBI (2100-28091) ~ f WO 
FROM? -SAG, NEW YORK: (100- ~134637) ne 

- - 2 5 . 
“ | ὴ ° SUBJECT: (soLo~- ᾿ 5 QO a 

1 1 - - On-2/7/66,, ΝΥ 694<S* advised that, according to 
" PEGGY DENNIS, who recently returned from a trip to Moscow, ; 

she conférred while there with NIKOLAI VLADIMIROVICH ει... 1. 

ΕΣ Y¥MOSTOVETS, the Head of the North and South Bmerfcan~ Seinen δ 
oo a ααρτ Fee ee So μα συ τσὶ 

‘Sections of the Antemetional Departnent of the δῦ, CPSU, 1 

SILOM, MOSTOVETS! assistant, and one AND who ἢ ὯΔΕ 
ote in the: Interhational Department on “U. 8. affairs, ai ocean eal 

were scheduled to go to the United States in. the role of 7 πες 

it would, be inportant that the comrades: in ‘the Us S. we = 

Also; x according’ to. PEGGY DENNIS, MOSTOVETS 
intimated to her that there will be separate sections 
of the International Department. of the CC, CPSU that will 
be in-charge of Latin. America and North America. 

MOSTOVETS: gave: PEGGY DENNIS the impression: that he may. be in 

charge of Latin America. - He made no comment concerning who 

would be in charge of North. America. 

NY 694-s* stated that PEGGY DENNIS had not 
i). _ indicated that she-had been informed by MOSTOVETS 

ἮΝ FEL Wy oo. Y2¥0 4 538 O, 
ΝᾺ £3 ~ Bureau (RM) 
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NY 100134637 

specifically with respect to when MIKHAILOV “and URNOV would 
80. to the JU. S. 

PEGGY DENNIS, according to NY 694~-S¥#, further 
advised that ANDRE URNOV, Mentioned above, stated that he: 
was very much concerned by reason of thé fact. that. 
BEN LEVINE, Tv writer. for "The Worker," in a recént. 
article eoncerning his trip to the Soviet Union, mentioned 
URNOV and -gave a very accurate description of hiin. DRNOV - 
stated that this could be very damaging in view of the 
fact that URNOV iis scheduled to go to the U. 5. 

:- ἡ 



DECLASSIFICATION ANTHORTTY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC ania CATION GUIDE J. u.. na Se Ea RW a wade eee eee 

ae οι “ΒΟΌΤΕ IN ENVELOPE 
xp 

La DéeLoach, 
iL o~ Sullivan 

i = Goats, 
February 10, 1966 

δ 

| 1 ~ Lidigon 
ΝΕ j- Baungardner 

Ψ ΕΝ ROBERT SCHEER 1 - Shaw. 

The following information was supplied by sources 
which have furnished veliable information in the past. 

. The. Communist Party, USA; 15 cuirrently making 
‘arrangements: with the Communist. Party: of thé Soviet Union 
to, permit Robert Séheex’ to enter North Vietnam..ih order — 
that he might confer” with. the ‘leadership’ of ‘the Communist 
Party of North ‘Vi etnam,. ‘Scheer reportedly will arrive od 
Cambodia on or about: February 15, 1666, and will request _ 
the North. Vietnamese Embassy in. Cambodia to, grant hin pers re. 
mission, to: enter North Vietnam, 

ant 

}3}-- 6938 

$9. ἐξ 9 {833 
“Scheer, who. is-a member ΟΣ the editorial state of 

"Ramparts," ah. independent magazine published. nonth Ly. . ain 
Menlo Parks, California; plans ‘to gather material in. 
North Vietnen to use in his. fight against ‘United: States 
foreign. ‘pOkicy. Scheer: reportedly ‘will seek. Glection to 
the United’ ‘States. Congress: during the Novémber, 1966,- 
election and desires to make his: opposition to United: States 
‘policy ‘in Vietnam the main: issue in his election, campaign. 

TOK 

le ” 

SENT BER. ΝΟΤΑῚ TON MEMORA 

| The Coituunist..Party, USA, has wiged. the Conmunist 
Party. of the: Soviet Union to prevail ‘upon the Central Com~ 
mittee of the North Vietnamese: ‘Comiunist. ‘Party: to permit 
Robert Scheer ‘to enter North Vietnam, In this connection 
the Communist, Party, USA, noted that in the event Scheer ' 
is @lected to the. United ‘States: Congress in. November, 1966. 
Scheer will, support the. Soviets" ‘cause ‘for ‘peace arid attack: 
“United States. imperialist. tactics" on a nationwide. scale, 

Ep Robert Scheer, who. resides in San Francisco, 
California, ‘has. been ‘active in numerous protest demonstra~ ! 
tions in thé. San Francisco -area. ‘Protesting U ited States 

ro penieigs ‘in Cuba.and Vietnam. 
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: - Classified: ' tr ginde: ‘unauthorized ‘disclosure: 
of this-information.could reyeal the identity of the source 
(WY 694-S*) who is of continuing yalué and such revelation. 
‘could result: in. éxceptiorally grave damage: ‘to the ‘Nation. 
Dissemination is being made to: Honorable Marvin Watson, ° 
Special Assistant to the President; Honorable Dean’ Rusk; 
Secretary of State; Vice Admiral Willian: F,; Raborn; Jr., 
DirachdtpsCentral ‘Intelligence Agency; ‘and “the Attorney: General. 
“by pouting: Slips. .Data axtracted from NYtel, 2/8/66,, captioned , 
"Solo;;,, Internal. Security ~ Communist," See jnemorandum : Bauggardier: 
to. Sullivan,, dated :2/9/66, :captioried: "5016. internal, Security = — - 
Communist; 5 at "prepared by. Wesipah. - Ἀ : 

= 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum porypg IN ENVELOPE eS 777 
HL TO: Mrs W. C; Sullivan _ date: February 9, 1966 ΞΕ 

7 ΗΝ - 1 = DeLoach Wag __ 
FROM : Mr, FL J, Baungardner fe 7 1 = Sullivan Holmes —. 

. 1 = Bland - 
> ‘ ᾿ 1 = Cotter 

SUBJECT: - . 1 -~ Liaison 

 MINTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST i τ 
- aw 

On 2/8/66 NY 694=S*: advised that upon the instruct 
of Gus Hall, General Secretary ,. Communist Party, USA, informa 
was transmitting a message to the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union via the clandestine: Solo communication apparatus, 
‘The message related to the following matter; 

The Communist Party, USA, urged the Soviets to prevail 
upon the North Vietnamese- Communist Party leadership to permit 
Robert Scheer to enter North Vietnam, Scheer planned to be in 
Cambodia about 2/15/66 and would apply at the North Vietnamese 

bassy in Cambodia for permission to enter North Vietnam. Scheer 
plans to gather material in North Vietnam to use in his fight 
against United States foreign policy; Scheer reportedly will 
seek election to United States Congress in 11/66 anddesires to 
make his opposition to United States policy in Vietnam the main 
isste of his. election campaign, ‘The Communist Party, USA, noted 
|that if Scheer is elected to Congress he will support the "Soviets! 
cause for peace and will attack "United States. imperialist tactics" 
on 2. nationwide ‘scale. 

= 8 Bureau: files ‘disclose that Robert Scheer resides in 
San.. Francisco and is on the editorial staff of "Ramparts," an 
independent magazine pliblished τ monthly in Menlo Park, California. 
Schéer has been active in numerous protest demonstrations .in the 
San Francisco area protesting United States policies in Cuba and 
Vietnam, Scheer is the subject of security investigation by the 
San Francisco Division; | 

RECOMMENDATION : : 

That the attached summary of the above information be. 
sent to the Honorable Marvin Watson, Special Assistant to the 

_ President; Honorable Dean Rusk, Secretary of State; Vice Admiral 
William Ἐς Raborn, Jr:, Director, Central Intelligence Agency ; | 
and the Attorney General by routing slips; . 

ci bY j29-. Y2FOU.—~ SS 57 
. gt 1 αὶ 100-428091 ie 
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1 
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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) - 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100~134637) a 
Oo... 

J j SUBJECT: (sox? 
Ἵν 

Re New York airbels, 1/21/66 and 1/24/66, 
- peflecting that the Soviets intended to forward to 

the CPUSA a document concerning USSR - China relations. 

On 2/2/66, there was veceived at ‘the Catherine 
_. Drop; a microfilm roll containing what is believed to 

be the message above referred to. Copies of the prints of 
aforesaid document are enclosed herewith for the Bureau 
and Chicago, 

NY 694-S* requests that the Chicago Office 
furnish σα 5824-8 with a copy of this document. 

ζ 37Bureau (Encl. 1) (RM) . 
-Chicago (134-46 Sub B facls. 2) (RM) 

i-New York (134-91) (Inv) (41 
105-14931 Sub Ο) (NIKOLAI Μ, TALANOV) (341) l-New York 

1-New York 

oe Ez | REG a /00- μα δ᾽ 0f{— Ἢ al 
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ὌΝ ᾿ ΙΝ 2 FEB F τ 
See ὧν . 
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2G. Wick 
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materials pass without obstacles, and offen: even assist, to. aptdid then, 
, . + : . ' "““» ΜΝ ΜΝ . 

ἰζ ᾿ 
AS you Know the CPD leaders move and nore abandon the arincdples οἱ 

proletarian davernationaliss , communist, parbymanbershin and bolidan sty 

Worded Jn the Declaration and the Statenant. It (ον the most full exmression 

dn their cal, for a Ypolitical and organizational separation" with abter 

communiyt parties, 4.0, practieally to aphit ‘tho conmuiist sovénent, 

Tho chinese Leaders interfere into tho-internal, affakes of other commu 

nist parties, support fractional proups.ordited dn approximately 30 countrita 

ond render then Help in different orms,. They consider the split of the 

fraternal parties ag, "quite naturel® snd-declated weirto the whole wild 

Shat they supported not enough the: fracblond. groups and that-1S why thoy 

inteided, "to strengthen wrk in this diredbion™, Tt 4s sienificant that 

zAntd-party. groups ard Widely used by: imperdaliat, react {onary, Tho boiegeots 

press makes thin publicity, In a nunbor of cousteleg the authorities offer 

fractionists ai opportunity to ude, radio and Ti, dots. 16} tho propaganda 

inti tlt 
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| The pease οὐ thelr Adeas on the queatlons of var, peace and revolution becnma 

absilitely' clear, Ἧ face here deliberate substitution of the couree towards 

᾿ς ἮΝ soolalint rovolutich, sade by the working clays, wilting around itself 

Ν snd, the course towards “world araed revolution", of do other wordy, by 

dn ἣν μηδὲ by Lin, Nan vied chafrnan of the (CGO, under the title 

Minny live the Vickory δὲ ἐμ People's Yai", publinbed last nepteaber, Referring 

te. fib ‘Teo Tung, Lin yas αἰ that thé world revolutdon ἐν nothing elae 

bit Vpdaple ys wad" of the colntides of Anka, Africa and Latin Avérica ("Held 

ΧΡ} 05) agadne’ tho coumtinies of Hort daerdea and fasten Zurope (etd 

᾿ 

Ι ἀμ coves ἀνάσα World: war, These vieya recently ware most fully sob forth 
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"In a bénse, the prosedy situation tn the world ean be charactesised a 
#y. f 

af sitvatdon of eacteclonant of the city by the Village of Asa” » 49 stressed 
db the article by Lin Hao, The conception of the revolution as the struggle 

of world village agednst, world chty anounss ty denial of the internal role 
ot the workdrig class, means a ΤΩΝ revision of narkslat-Leninist teachings of 
wildawide historde lesion of the proletariat, 

The CPS Leaders. are trying to impose on the communist poveant the course 
‘towards the dmodiate revolt dn ald countries 

oonditions,. They dnelstintly repeat that 

irrespeckive of concrete 

"good rer clutlonary sitnatlon 4s now 
created dn the xtole world" that “almost 90 percent of the world population 
As Tong ago-roady to the revolution", ΤΌ ἀν vorg so, 1ὲ wouldn't be dif tient 
% accomplish the-vorld revdhutions the facts prove that dt fe nob τ), 

Aut the ehisioss leaders refuse to feo the Sache, the real conditions ἴῃ 
other cougtoies, and oven in thie cage they dmore the opinion of fraternal 

comuntst parties, 

᾿ ney -- a ee te Ὁ τὶ" et ae ee a a : 
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prokesta of deweratic forces, 
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Ho Or Leaders'deaire to force all. the coomunlat parties of none 
gocdalist countries to Gccapt the Line tovands an ienediate revolution, 
regardleay the real conditions, reans in fact an abtept to dnpoas on the 
Communisk xovenent the tactics of puvechisn and cougptracy, But such tacties, 
ἊΣ 36 15. ohown by tho facts, gives imperialist bourgeoisie an opportunity to 
make blood ο lettings to revolutionary workers and comaindet myendnt, to 
crish the losdershiy and activiats of sone Conmuntet Parties, 

Tha CPS leadership: completely dence & great nun of τὰν ys of 
conditions in cointries- of Asiey Arica and iatin Azerieay Ὁ al) the peoples 
of these counbrdes-they mako.an apresl to armed revolt, ἐν befora, the chinese 
headers denore the faek.that in sone forker colinies ond sent~colintss the 
govornuents: are: headed by patriotie and revolutionary deweratie forpes, It ds 
quite. natural that ‘Appeals to arned upthatag against. such governments avike 



A The obdnoee iesdore 0.04 an RCT δ thsistency ὦ pa ἃ] apy "δ τ 
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Adea that international tension tshadrantaseous ὑρ tie revdutionary farses 
id Cheakas favorable proruquisites for thelr strugeie, Thay stop οὐδ wth 
The atatebients which hardly be eatieatad Obnerwise ἐμέ as provorative, 
For distitce, Chea Ἦν, stated δὴ éne of his latest couversetionss 
dapeplottats doctded to unleash an aggressive yan against we, 

᾿ ΒΆΝ thay WiLL cose sotiter, ve-wilcone thet ‘coming tomorrow, 

ME american 

then We welcome 

" Also typtoal is 
Anobhdestatesent of Chen Yh that vith a help οἱ debosb dt fe possible to 
destioy Ge OF Sv gonerations, Ht the third generation WLLL rise to γορλης 

an the word ad $6 rénstabldahed, 

Qioh seorntud atbityde to tives of sillions of poople, to the fortunes 
of the whole nations can only conprondt ddeology and goale of communists 
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refraining frow actions which could dazare the causa of unlty of the werd 

COMAUNLAL EOVuRENL cut ab She sane tine to take measures against slitting — ΜΝ 

course of the CPO's Leadership and its abtecnts to pervert the ἐπρογϑαηὺ 

bontta of the KarxeLanin teaching, 

Yo‘bolleve that such our Une» contingous safoguarding and devalopnent 

of historic victories of soclaties in fhe U,G.8R, and other countries uf 

aocdalist. comonwealth, defence of the Yarxiateleninist course, gonora), Lino 

at the’ commune movenent, expressed:in the Decharation and the Statenont, 

atrengthendig of internatdona), solidarity-of Marxistlaninist Partlos-noutu 

_ tho Ankerasts ofthe comin cause of the communist movenent, 

Ke procadtod, and continue’ to proceed fica the assumption thet the amin 

‘chony-of the, sckalist éountriba, of thé whole commuiiist and Hboratton 

lita hs PA ACh μπιϑεννυλει. δι μετ δα ἀρ ei AR Ὁ ae one Yh ere Ἐν «᾿ς ὅν πο ἡ 



hovensnt used to be and is now ἙαρΟν ΑΔ δλ ats five of all ager cay 

dmperdallow Living the period vaeu the werld Isberation moverent exe. cera 

notdviostion of imrendalist and reactionary forces, when U.S, apgross 2 ἢ 

Wotnan 1} escalating, germin nilitarisn 18 Livening up in FRG, international 

Wenuton dy dnoreasing, we consider dt necessary to pursue consistently the 

‘Gourae towards the uty of actiono of YardlsteLonindst Parties, all anti~ 

4 dapirtdliet forces, 

THe GC-CPSY considers thet at present wituation the ost significant task 

is to enture-nore coordinated actions of fraternal parties in the struggle fur 
* tunity of thternatdonal communist moveuent, We attach great Limortance to the 

developuiat, of regional noetings, multilateral and biateral neoblnesul the 

Fepresentativas of Communist Parthes, to coordination of propaganta offvrts, 
oho full seat ‘ueage of 81} other fos of Joint actions, 
dP ll ταρόγλμνμγιδνιαρρυβηγ λει μα ίαεικρραι,, "τη ames soe πων τ 

ὯΝ 



ouch κορίλησ and exchange of cpinions of fraternal parties! r surenentatives 

Ὶ if provide Lor creation of conditions for convening in futuro an international 

méeblng of reovesentatives of fraternal partios, Tho (ὦ ΦΡᾺΪ wll) continue 

Ad: fubure to undertake efforts for normalteation of relations idth the cra, 

‘or streogthening triendy relations with the chinose people, 

At tho sane He the οἱ CPSU will repulse non-friendly actions of the 
CP Leaders agodnst our Party and our people, xi} Tépudse tho attempts to 

Interfere into internal affeis of the CPSU, to break the untty of the 

Soclalict Comonvealth and dnternatdons), communist noveuent, 

ti connedtion.with tho chinone article;, published tovenber It, κα sant 

to the Οὐ CP ἃ letter in which stressed tha responsibility of tha Chinese 

Loaders for their splitting courae: Before-their Party, bafore thie chineye people, 

FORAY, τὴ ταῖν ἐγυρώπεα Sinan να 



bofore the international, communist and Uberstion movesants, 

A number of editorlald wis published dn our party press, dn wich dn 

ἃ positive Lorn vere. Stated the-views uf the CPSU on the questions rained by 

td chinese Leaders, Such articles without opan polentes wid) be published in 

‘our press in futuro, As ye atated more than in talks with the delogations of 

Sratornal Parties, to pursue or not to pursue open polendon 15 an affair of 

eich Party, 

ur Party feds that dts hor duty to contdaue da future te achieve 

covalstantly ney success.in construction of Comsuntem on the basis of the 

Lie vorkod out by XX QUIT Oongressis of the Party, Programe of tha CPSU, 

docisions.of the Pleniry Sessions of the (δ CPS taken place ἀπ October and 

Hovestien, J961, in March and Senbécber, 1965, 
edn a a ener mite ee er 



The TPN wild tdyeleasly strengthen poldtjeal, economic and sllitary 

amdght of the USS, contribute sore and sore dn reinforcing the positions of 

pocdaliga, of alk the revolutdonary forces on the wrld arena, 

Foreign polfey line of our Party will be henceforth alned at seourdng 

paicoful, conditions for construction of Soclalicn and Communism, at the 

Gonselidation thé wity of the socdalist countries, thelr friendohip and 

brotherhood, support ofthe liberation and revolutsonary sovenonts, at the 

niet. full development: 6f-the solddarjty aid cooperation with dndependent 

countries of Adda, Avies and latin dneriea, at the establieannt of 

principles of peicefnl eoextstence wth capitalist comtries, at saving the 

maki fren the vorkd οὐδ δῶν vari 

γπεκαι ακτουδαβανίχσικε, εἰς. BA 

ΒΕ nok peat pas ga ok ee ak φιδηρΑγξηροιν σέρφμιυν. “geet τ Ὁ ι 

ΠΝ ri Sette Ra αν Be rae 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) (ie. ale 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) cy " \ be a 
ΑἹ ς SOLO 

rg 
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IS τς 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York office one copy of an informant's 
statement entitled, " erning Travel Abroad by 
Isadore Needleman and January 3-23, 1966." 

The information set forth in the enclosed infor-~ 
mant"s statement was orally furnished on 1/25 and 26/66 by 
CG 5824~-S*, who has furnished reliable information in the 
past, to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE arid RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

Pertinent information appearing, in the enclosed 
informant's Statement of interest to other offices is ale 
disseminated by separate hie Fer 
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~Wthis sane tine, he placed a call to Ἠ ‘Har 

SANUARY 3-23, 1966 “- ἮΕΝ -τ τ΄ 

_ «ss SHFORMAT YON CONCERNIN BY 5 0 τ ν 
 - YSADOREANEEDLEMAN ANDJ τις bic Ne 

d-that Isadore Needlerian and 
us Hall, General Secretary of 

the Communist Party CP, USA), who resides in Minne- 
sota, departed the "bnited States on January 3, 1966, for 
Poland ‘whére they were to negotiate for the purchase of 
2. purabyed Arabian Polish stallion. 

- - On the evening of January 23, 1906, these indi- 
“viduals - returned to the United States Following conple tion. 
of successful negotiations in Warsaw, Poland, and Jater ᾿ 
travels which took them to the Soviet Union, Czechosiovakin, 
and the Gorman Democratic Republic (GDR). 

ες ᾿ς In, connection with these ‘travels of[ ana 
Noodlenat, Néédiloman made the following comments: = - 

On their arrival in Warsaw, no tepresontative of 
the Polish United Workers Party (PUWP) was on. hand to meet. 
them and, accordingly, both of them had to go through all 
of the normal tourist procedures, including an inventory 
‘of all money in their possession. Following their clehrance 
2s tourists to Poland, Needleman contacted t Hotel | 
in Warsaw and secured a room. for hinself and At. 7 | 

mis, a former --—-— - 
American who now resided? in Warsaw. ““Yaris proceeded to the 

_|Bristol Hotel and made. contact with then shortly after 
- | their arrival., Ye 

. Afte# some conversation with Yaris, the latter 
contacted the Central Committee of the PUWP and from this 

’ point .on both he an were treated "poya lly" and 
. the Poles then footed a 5 bills; The PUWP people with 
whom they were in contact stated that they were not at the 
airport to meet them because they’ had not been previously 
informed of theix pending arrival and also because it had 
been previously pointed out to them thit in order to avoid 

‘any problems, plans for their trip were being handled. as: 
. if they were coming for norrial business: negotiations or 85 
‘tourists. 

In regard to the negotiations for the. ‘purebred 
Arabian Polish stallion, these were a total success. Ho 
contract was signed nor a bill of sale delivered. in Warsav, 
bat the Poles advised that a bill of sale and contract would 

ΕΣ foie “fae ale 5353 



- tho. latter deseribed by Needleman as a "cold fish." 

went to Hostow, USSR, whore they made contact with both Nikolai. 

and Mikhailov the draft of the new CP, PSA program and another 

| occasions Asked about Norris Childs and indicated they were 

_ hey even indicated they might like to see him sooner if possi-~ 

. to Vietnan, They also met with Art Shields, the Hoscow gorre 

be sent to New York in approxinately tivo ¥ weeks and it ‘could 
be signed at that time. The horse would be delivered at 
ΒΟΏΟ later. date. In response to the question as to how 
much the horse had cost, Needleman laughed and stated, You 
know what it cost," From this response it was obvious that. 
the Poles ‘had not charged for the horse and perhaps. had not 
éyenh assessed’ Hall the ‘transportation costs to bring the 

- horse to. the United States. 

Throughout their stay in Poland, Yaris was an “in 
mense help, The only other forner American with whom they - ΄ 
were in contact was Dora Lipschitz who 4180. resides in” Wareow.- 

‘In general comments regarding Poland, Néedlenan 
‘did complain "how rotten the Party was in Poland" and that 
"it did not rule like Parties in other countries.” stated, 
for example, that the taxi drivers and baggage carriers are - 
gyps in that he had to bargain with them as he would have had, 
te in. capitalist countries. _ " 

= Ibe 7 

Following: the stay in. poland, } Needlenan and ~b7e 

V. Mostoyets, Head of.thé North and South American’ Section, 
International Department, Central Committce, Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU), and his assistant, Igor Mikhailov. 
They were treated oxtrenely well by the ‘PSU in Moscow, taken to 
the theatre and provided with a week ond trip to Leningrad. On - : 
one occasion. they were the dinner guests of lMostdevets and Mikhadlov, - 

“While in Moscow, Needtlerian turned. over to lostovets 

communication from the CP, USA which he had carriod with hin 
for delivery to the CPSU. In regard to the drift of the Party 
‘progran, Mostovets expressed their thanks. and appreciation, 
that it had been sent. Both Hostovets and Wikhailov on several 

expecting to see him dnd hoped that he would be one of the 
delegates’ ‘from the United States for the CPSU Party Congress. 

bie, 

in Moscow, Ncedldman ena eee in contact — 
with Herb Apthcker who was at the ning, from his trip "ἝΝ 

spondent for "The Yorker” as well as with Peggy Dennis of § 
Francisco who had been visiting a son in Moscow. In regard 
to Aptheker, Needleman noted that this person had Yeceived 
from the Vietnamese aS a gift a hand carved ivory necklace tut 
had boon afraid to bring it back porsonally to the United - 
διεαΐοβ, Aptheker Icft the necklace with Art Shields who, in. 

~ ὃ. 
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turn,. gave it to Yeedleman to bring to the United States 
which πὸ did. In regard to Peggy Dennis, Noedlenan stated 
‘she told him that she plans to return to the United States 
at tho end of January, 1966, unless she réceives. some in~ ὁ 
structions ta the contrary. 

Following their stay in the Sovict Union, they - 
both proceeded on to Praguc, Czechoslovakia, where they 

ΒΝ "were treated well by the Czechs. However, Needleman did 
° complain that the "Czechs were stingy" and, as a result, he 

| had to lay out his own dollars for extra itens he wanted to 
' buy. The Czechs did, however, take care of their needs, 

including lodging; ‘food, entertainnent, and the like. While 
in Prague, ho had met with a number of representatives of the 
International Department, Central Comittee, Communist Party 
of Czechoslovakian ({CPCZ) such as Frantisek Kopta, Miroslav 
Jiraska, arid Zlatko Tula, the latter being, the one mainly 
responsible for taking care of their. personal needs and 
désires while in. the country. 

-In Prague, he hid also been to the headquarters of . 
the "fora Marxist Review," official theoretical orgari of the 

‘international communist movement, where he delivered a part, 
ἃ transistor; for a tape recorder that (first name unknown) 
Sharif, Assistant to the Exécutiye Director, "World Marxist 
Review, had requosted several months ago, Diiring this dame 
Visit at the "World Marxist Review" headquarters, Shiriz © - 
induired as tothe reason why By Lumer had not submitted to. 
the magazine an article he had promised earlier for publica- 
tion, Sharif remarked that they were waiting for this article 
and would like to know what happened, 

oo Before lsaving Prague, Needloman visited briefly 
with John Yafiades, a former Ancrican who is now ‘residing 
in that city. ᾿ 

- Fron Prague they proceeded to Berlin, GDR, “In con- 
᾿ yieetion with this phase of his travels, Needleman commented, 

τς Ἔν God, the Germans are the best, they trented us the pest.” 
Their Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) contact while 
in Berlin was Heinz Birch of the International Departnent, 

‘Central Committee, and he took care of all their needs while 
in, the country. 

In conversations with Birch, this individual. provided 
a new nailing addvess for the CP, USA, which w was ag foklows: 

Heine. ir 
2 Bor, - 

Kioine Alexander® Str. 28. eee F 

ow 3 a 



He: also provided the following telephone nutiher 
for contact with hin at ‘Contrat Committee hoadquartors: 

‘2028-3179 " ΝΣ me 

‘In furnishing the above addres sy Birch stated, 
he was doing so because he felt there was something wrong 
and that possibly the people in the Party ἃ who utilize this 
addross had the wrong one for hin. 

Birch also made méntion of a “Brown Book" which 
-had been, published by tho-GDR and deals with Nazi war ΟΥ̓ 1181. 

‘ nals currently active in the West German Government and/or: 
living throughout thd world; Previously; this "Browi Book" 
had been printed in Gctman but now it was to Ee published 
‘in Enplish as well, In connection with this "Brown Eook,"! 
Birch stated he had réeeived an order for it froma Phil | 
Frankfeld, Now Era Books, New York City, Birch asked who 
Frankfeld was and when he was inforred that he was “one of 
us," Birch indicated that they would make a deal with ‘hin.,. 
Ye stated thdy could give hin an exclusive for the “Brown 

‘ROok"” ik the United States -at botton prices. 

While in tho GOR, προατοθαῇ. had beon in’ contact 
with Lelp: Hobe, ἃ forridr American, who requested that an _ 
air ntl cake seription to "The Worker’ be sent to hor in the 
GbR. In regard. to Lohr, Needlezian stated he kad learned ~~. 
that: there was a. goncral dissatisfaction in the GDR in regard ᾿ 
to the work she. ig carrying out there. - 

Before jeaying ‘the GDR, Birch made - ‘hquirics con- 
corning Morris Childs and asked if it was known when this- 
iridividual might be expected in. No reason was given at 
the time by Birch for his desire to see ‘hin. Needleman 
aiso noted that 4 similar inquiry had been made by the Czechs 
in the International Departnont of the CPCE. before he had 
loft that country. ~ 

Qn they returned to the United States, “Reodlonan 
and loft from Berlin. on a SAS Airline plane to 
Cap 
tow York City. 

In analyzing the results of the trip, ae reported, 
- ὃν Needleman to a humbor of individuals, including Gus Eall, 
at appears that he brought back very Little or no pertinent. 
information but that the trip had been a success since ἐμὸν 
did negotiate for the purébred Arabian Polish stallion which - 
had been. the main purpose of the trip. 

᾿ 4 , - io - , 

cnmark, where thoy changed and flew  diroctly tobic co 
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‘He. aise provided the following telephone number 
for ¢ontact with him aot Central Comnittec headquarters; 

2028-3179 . . Fe 

in. furnishing the above address, Birch stated 
“he was doing co because ‘he felt there was eomothing wront 
and that possibly the people “in the Party who utilize this 
address had the wrongs cno for hiz. 

~ Bireh alco madé mention of ἃ ‘Brown Pook" whieh 
kad been published by the ΟἿΣ and deals with Nazi war crini- 

- nails currently active in the West German Government and/or 
Living throughout tho world. Proviously, this "Lrown Book''’ 

- had bech printed in Gorgan but now {t πα to be published 
. :- an English as woll, In connection with this “Drown Book, * 

Birch stated: he had received an order for it from a Phil. 
Frankfeld, New Era Books, New York City, Dirck asked who 
Branutoid was and whon he was. informed that he was “one of 
us, Birch' indicated that they would make a deal with hin. 

‘Ha stated they could give hin an exclusive for the "Rrown 
Book" in the United. States at botten prices. 

- While in tke G2, Needleman had boon in contact 
with Nolga Lohr, a formor Amorican, who requested that an 
airy maid Subseription to "The Worker" be cont to her in the - 

“GDR. In regard to Lenr, Necdienan utated he had learhod | 
that there was a peneral. dissatisfaction in the GDR in regard -- 

_to the work she is carrying out there, 7 

Before. icaving the GOR, Birch rade inguiries. cone 
corning Morris Childs and asked if it was kiown when thic 
indlyidual night bd oxpected in. No roacon was given at 
the tine by Birch for his desire to seo hin,- Necdloman 

- gige noted that ἃ sinilar inquiry had been made by the Czechs 
-- ih the International Department | of the CPCZ before he had 

loft that-cduntry. 

, When thoy returued to the United States, Needicnan 
- ‘and Kallberg lcft from Leriin on a SAS Airline piano τὸ 

Copenhagen, Dénmark,. where they: changed ‘and flow dircetiy to 
New York City. 

In. analyzing the rosults of tke trip, as ropoxted 
by. Neqdieman to a tumber of individuals,. including Gus Fall, . - 

. Lt wipcars that he brought back very little oz no pertinont 
information hut that the trip kad been a success since -thoy 
did acgotinte for the purebred Arablan Polish stallion which 
had beon tha rain purpose of tho trip, 

a 
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Legat, Ottawa 2/17/66 

Director, FBI 1 Ὁ Shay (100.428091) 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
EDUCATION ζ- 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

κι an) 

There are enclosed three copies of a letterhead 
memorandum classified, ‘yp teeyétt and captioned as above 
which relate to the. Marist training school currently being 
held iniToronto, Canada, under the joint sponsorship of the 
Communist Party, USA =. Communist Party of Canada, 

Prom orandum 
to your source Your ID 

source should be cau Lone a S essential that no dis= , 
tribution or use of our intelligence data is undertaken which 
would be likely to jeopardize the security of our source, 

Enclosures (3) 

1. ~ Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through for yon 

: ᾿ δ. 50 en - 5 Ὁ 
wa ja mei) m 700 $Y 9d 5 
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al 

A Harxist training school known as the Institute of. 
Social Science sponsored jointly by the CPUSA and CP of Canada 
is currently being held in Toronto, Canada. The. school is 

‘being financed by Soviet funds and is to také the place of 
schooling normally given in the Soviet Union. Ten students 
from each Party are in attendance at the school, and CPUSA 
National Educational Secretary Hyman Lumer, is one of the 
instructors. 
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‘ROUTE IN ENVELOPE | 

February 17, 1966 

1 - Shaw 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

EDUCATION. 

™ 

_ The following information ‘was gupplied. by a source 
Ast which ‘his*furnished reliable information. in the past, 

ΝΕ Consideration is currently being given by the: | 
Jeaders of both the Communist Party, USA, and the Canadian 
Communist Party relative to continuing in 1967 the Marxist: 
training school under the joint sponsorship of both parties. 
William Kashtan, General Secrotary, Communist Party of 
Canada, urged that. a decision be reached in this matter 
prior ‘to ‘the ond of March, 1966, Rashtan indicated that. 
he would be leaving Cannda in early March, 1966, in ordor 
to. attend the 23rd Congress of the Communist Party of the, 
Soviet Union scheduled to be held. in Woscow, Russia. ᾿ 
Kashtan, while in the Soviet Union, plans te discuss with 
Soviet officinis the question of reediving an additional 
subsidy in 1967 which will enable the Communist Party,. USA, 

id the Canadian Comniunist Party to continue. their jointly 
sponsored Norxzist training school. - - 

100-428091 

1 ~ Foreign Liaison Unit (Route through for review) 

ORIGINAL & ‘2 COPIES TO LEGAT, OTTAWA, BY LETTER DATED 2/17/66. 

WGS spah- ἢ ἡ 

5 Na 
NOTE: Classified “TapsBesret" because unauthorized dis- 
closure of this information could reveal the identity. of the 
source (CG 5824=S*) who is of continuing ‘value and such revela- 
tion could result in exceptionally grave damage. to the: Nation. 
Information extracted from CGairtel 2/11/66 captioned "Sol 
15. τ C." LH being sent Legat, Ottawa, for transmittal to 
Additional data concerning the joint CPUSA - Canadian 
has been previously furnished to Legat for referral t 
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FBI NEW YORK 

1124 AM URGENT 28-66 RAM 

TO DIRECTOR (100#428091) //3// Va 

ῃ FROM NEW YORK (100-134637) ‘2P 
| 

Mr. ΜΌΝΗΝ \ 
Tele, Room...— 
Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy-—~ 

SOLO, 18 - Ge ZDar€ evan, TE QLt fer — COM MLM IS 

RE NEW YORK AIRTEL, TWELVE FIFTEEN. SIXTY FIVE, 

IN THIS MATTER, WHICH REFLECTED THAT ROBERT SCHEER, FOREIGN 

EDITOR OF “RAMPARTS” MAGAZINE WAS TO GO TO NORTH VIETNA, 47 
"ἢ ὁ 

ON PEACE MISSION. 

ON TWO EIGHT SIXTY SIX, NEW YORK SIX NINE FOUR DASH 

S ASTERISK ADVISED THAT UPON INSTRUCTIONS OF GUS HALL, 

GENERAL SECRETARY, CPUSA, THE FOLLOWING MESSAGE WILL BE 

SENT TO SOVIETS BY WAY OF A “DROP” SCHEDULED FOR TWO NINE 

SIXTY SIX; Cambedi 3 

“CENTRAL COMMITTEE COMMUNIST PARTY SOVIET UNION - 

MOST URGENT. PLEASE TRANSMIT TO CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF NORTH 

“™ 

; 

VIETNAMESE COMMUNIST PARTY ahha DELAY. 

i 

Sas 

FOREIGN EDITOR, “RAMPARTS” MAGAZINE, ARDENT UNTI UNETED “STATES 
reer cme aan ten alt eae nd 

IMPERIALIST, CANDIDATE δον STATES CONGRESS IN NOVEMBER 

aaa PAGE ONE. et. it Me 28 OY 53: 5.5. 
- + ~ gh ξ- 
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“ Au ae ee. 

Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

pate 2/8/66 a1 «0.55 

Ἢ SOLO is code name for liaison 
ΣΦ activities of our informants 
= ‘ (NY 694-S* and CG 5824-S*) between] fui 31 
22 CPUSA and Communist Party of Sovie 
τς \i ret wd fs ΠῚ > | Γι ἢ 

RECO + 
ΕΞ1 

Union. Mh CIMT ΕἸ 
| Attached relates to efforts of | 

‘AY TEI CPUSA to arrange for Robert Scheer), | 12 ΟῚ 10 
Editor of "Ramparts" magazine, to 
visit North Vietnam. Scheer is FrAST ὦ 
subject of current security investi -| 
gation. Τ 3 

Dissemination will be made unde 
She Seeret classification to the BYsaTOA 3 

hite House, Attorney General, State 
gC and CIA. ah PA UT 
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PAGE Two 

NATIONAL ELECTIONS, WHO HAS MANY BROAD CONNECTIONS IN 

IMPORTANT NATIONAL INNERPOLITICAL CIRCLES IN THE UNITED 

STATES, WILL BE IN CAMBODIA NEXT FEW DAYS AND WILL APPLY 

AT NORTH VIETNAMESE EMBASSY IN CAMBODIA FOR PERMISSION 

TO ENTER NORTH VIETNAM. URGENTLY REQUEST THAT HE BE 

INVITED TO NORTH. VIETNAM AND BE GRANTED INTERVIEWS AND 

TALKS. IN YOUR AUTHORITATIVE GOVERNMENT CIRCLES. REASON 

FOR HIS’ TRAVELING. NOW IN SOUTHEAST ASIA IS Τὸ GATHER FACTS 

AND MATERIAL FOR CAUSE OF PEACE AND. IN FIGHT AGAINST UNITED 

STATES IMPERIALISM IN HIS: PROGRAM IN HIS CAMPAIGN: FOR 

CONGRESS. IF. YOU CANNOT AND DO NOT GRANT HIM ENTRY INTO 

NORTH VIETNAM,:THEN SUGGEST AN INTERVIEW AT THE EMBASSY.. 

HE INTENDS TO SPREAD YOUR CAUSE FOR PEACE AND AGAINST 

UNITED STATES: IMPERIALISM ON A NATION-WIDE SCALE AND IN 

CONGRESS WHEN ELECTED. GUS HALE" 

SCHEER IS SUBJECT OF BUREAU FILE ONE ZERO FIVE 

DASH ONE ZERO: SIX SEVEN TWO ZERO. SAN FRANCISCO BEING 

ADVISED BY SEPARATE COMMUNICATION. 

END 

JG. 

FBI WASH’ DC 

, CC-MR. SULLIVAN 
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ΝΕ ρας a//66 
Transmit the followitg ἐπ... a 

ΝΕ Type in plaintext or Soda? ΕΝ 

Via... AIRTEL REGISTERED MALL 
_ ΝΞ ᾿ ΠΩΣ 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub. B). 
, Φ.. ᾿ 

} ἄὥδδιο, 

On 2/10/66 CG 5824-S*, through a drop. he main- 
tains in Chicago, received a brief note from WILLIAM 
KASHTAN, General Secretary of the CP of Canada. This. : 
note which the source ;jturned over to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE y 
and RICHARD ἡ. HANSEN on 2/10/66, togéther with certain 
parénthetical conments which had been added for: the pur- 
pose of clarity, read as follows: 

i. 

eg Or 

ἐπ 

2/7/66 

Dear Michael (CG 5824-S*), 

We (Hy. Lumer and ‘CP .of Canada. representatives) Ῥ. 
had a few tentative discussions ‘on. the possibility of re 

Marxist training school) next year and while we. should 
await’ its conclusion. to .draw whatever lessons: we. can. from 
it, there may be. some value ‘in reaching agreements at an 
early date on -its continuation or otherwise, preferably - 
‘Wefore the end of March, (Apparently indicating ΟΡ’ ΟΣ ι 
Canada represéntatives would be traveling to the USSR 
for the 23rd. Congress and at that time. could take up 
artes of additional subsidy for joint project in 1967.) 

\ Jovan, (RM) seu Lad 5: U2. ἐδ. — S35 ἰώ Ἐπνον York (100-134637):( Info) (RM 
1-Chicago ic ᾿ 

aa” 6 FEELS, 1966 BNE: on We : a 
 eerenanenel ° eames raid, 

ΝΕ a e be 

Appro Ξ ἈΞ Soa ant ἢ - a το τ. Μ' ει... 
gan ‘in: Chargé οὔ ξεν = . Pe “Wee ‘ 

newing the joint project (joint cP, USA - CP of Canada “ 

--- 



δὴ 9) Oo 

CG 134-46 Sub B 

Let me know how you folks feel, about it. Thanks 
again for the good wishes (on birth of his granddaughter). 
It was thoughtful of Herb (Gus Hall) and you, 

All of the best as ever, 

B. (William, Kashtan) 

P.S.: Two items. Could you arrange to send us a copy of | 
Herbert's report (report of Hall to National Committee, cP, 
USA meeting, 1/66)? I still haven't seen it. We would 5150 
appreciate a copy of the program (CP, USA program scheduled 
for release 2/66). 

' In response to the above note received from KASHTAN, 
the source on 2/10/66 prepared the following self-explanatory 
note to KASHTAN which was mailed to a drop address in Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada: 

ee 

2/10/66 

Dear Bill, 

We received yours of the 7th. Herbert is already 
aware of your suggestion about the joint project. We hope 
you had a fuller discussion with Hy on this project. We 
will try- to send you Herb's report as soon as, ,possible as 
well as a copy of the program. We ran into a technical 
problem on the program so it was, delayed a little, but by 
the. time you get this note that should be solved. 

With all my best, 

_ Michael — 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Beech meme 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE Ξ 

TO : Mr. DATE: February 16, 1966 

FROM <4 .¢, Ἐ, Downing 

ΘΟ 

~e ΕΝ SECURITY - 9, ὧς 14 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
47 confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communi-~ 

cations transmitted to him by radio. 

On 2/16/66, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's .- 
radio station at Midland at which time two messages, NR 864 
GR 103 and NR 865 GR 29, were intercepted. 

The plain text and cipher text dre attached... 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

aa i ὔ ΝᾺ ~ "pon y2ge7-—S3S-7 
Ce 

aw AN 
ve | CRW δι cep 21 1966 
Enclosure “Ν 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2. - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. ἃ. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing 
1... Mr. Newpher 
1 = - Mr. Paddock 

χὴν 

65 ΓΕΒ 25 1966 
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C NR 0864 GR 103 

Ο 
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Q- 

02/16/66 

ῷ TOBIRCH (WHENGARLEYDI SCUSSEDINNES θυ Ε ΒΤ ΤΟΝΟΡΊΝΥΤΤΑΤ 

Ο LONS YOURE R LENDSHI ISOC LET Y[OFH I θηβοοταιανῆσυς TURALWO 

| RKERS|sROUP HEH AgASKEDITASCERTA INyOURPLANSI NRESPECTO 
: O s|GALANT SON" sloROUAS I NCEI Ts\is 1 μα ϑρι ἈΝ ΝΕΠΒΕΡΟΒΕΙ 18 

ALAMISON' {GROUP|CANNO COMET NES oURF RIENDSHIASOCIET 

igre anyiroltwvi Te} |r FlyouaGRed||awoTHERaRour JORGAN IZED, 

BYBARLEVJADY ISqy OURIOP INT ON|(RESSS 

76002 

89.299 

99563 

89277 

; 490453 

60409 

25624 

79562 

45512 

69149 

NR 0864 GR 108 

37853 

05138 

24757 

17630 

41403 

38583. 

47520 

84278 

63099 

43410 

12371 08209 

48025 07769 

65222 88271 

69062 84644 

73701 10796 

41370 36779 

55057 82387. 

03104 73619 

59543 97009 

25148 85529 

95692 08692 

‘27819 

21110 65566 

01358 14070 

46172 773508 

44584 61262 

41046 42096 

59004 89420 

89722 20373 

49982 27457 

49220 43649 

56819 50951 

RANG 

82688 

76004 

34343: 

63264 

89089 

47108 

57410 

02584 

44874 

58645 

02/16/66. 

60274 

09255 

70807 

34855 

07217 

29833 

84998 

14566 

6507.0 

78562 

----{99- 

411638 

‘42765 

70352 

02743 

24147 

45008 

51957 

56710 

66401 

62954 

avo —~ S35) _ 

2/16/66 

05831 

97008 

70039 

8S816. . ° 

990537 

40617 

04591 

51604 

50298 

43386 
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2/16/66 

1 - 

~ 

© nr 0865 GR 029 02/16/66 

j 9 NEXTUNCLE|i SARMSTRONGHTHENELL 1 OTMELL τοἸ ΑΝ σαι ήσααι 

Ω JpLeaseeeREADYFOrCOLGUAPRINTSINFEGRUARYISSSSS 0 

μα Tom = tar ee ee ll poet ee 

Ο. 

0 

~ NR 0865 GR 029 02/16/66 

© 38689. 98040 61429. 96179 90858, 78522 76245 71584 54949 80826 
4 

97242 12273 75192 70520 70879 34672'99021 94912 92921 72439 
© 

09730 6219 $1675 16769 47541 55011 51270 54014 99116 : 
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Dat “2/10/66 
κ᾿ ΝΟ 

Transmit the following in. 
(Type in‘plaintext or coded 

ναι AIRTEL . REGISTERED MALL. 
(Priority} : Ι. 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

_ FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

‘On 2/10/66 CG 5824-S* advised that on the previous 
; evening he had spoken on the teleplione to NY 694-S* who had 

informed him that GUS HALL had. instructed peat the CP of the 
Soviet Union be requested to. assist ROBERT;SCHEER , Editor. of 
"Ramparts" Magazine, to get to North Vietnan. CHEER | has 
announced his. candidacy for the U:S. Congy¥éSs and has indicateal 
he desires to travel to North Vietnam under the guise of 
collecting information for that position. 

As you will recall, on 12/15/65 CG 5824-S* advised 
that HALL had instructed him to comminicate to the CP of the 
Soviet Union. that SCHEER desired to go to North Vietnam as a 
correspondent and that the CP of the Soviet Union should 
help him to do so. HALL subsequently told CG 5824-S* to 
forget about it, that SCHEER would not be going. Subsequent 
to his conversation with NY 694- S*, CG 5824-S* recalled tha’ 
in early 12/65 AL RICHMOND had prepared a note.to HALL 
relativé to this matter, CG 5824-S* was able to locate a 
copy of this note, the contents of which were as follows: ἢ" 

"Robert Scheer, foreign editor of Ramparts Magazine, wants 
to go to North Vietnam asa journalist. ASR 

"Scheer has written some of the best and most effective 
material on the Vietnamese war in this country, and has . 
established a. reputation ὁ as REC on this subject. 

oe. (ΕΜ) “292--ὄ (2 δ᾽ 7)... 435 4 
1~New York (100- 13.4637) (χξο)} ἡ remand ΑΝΗΝΟΡ ΠΝ, μή ᾿ 

2-Chicago 1 

(1 - A) 134-46 Sub’ Β- =91), ve 6 FEB 21 1966 
WAB: MDW " ἐς 

(6) ᾿ 
υνωνυτιείαννα x 

Approved 2.27} 

$5 FEB an pe } ye τ Charge” 



CG 134-46 ‘Sub Β 

"In outlook he is a 'New Left' type. He disagrees with the 
Communist position and is eritical of the socialist world. Ὁ 
However, he very vigorously espouses the following position 
today: * . 

"Whatever the soGialist world may have done wrong in the 
-past the fact is that today the ‘danger to world peace is 
ereated by the efforts of the U.S. to crush colonial 
revolutions - in Vietnam, Cuba, etc. The issue is, there- 
fore, to check and halt U.S. aggression against colonial. 
revolution, On Vietnam his position is that the military 
intervention by the U.S. is ageressive, reactionary and 
immoral; that the U.S, should withdraw. . 

Al Richmond. - 

"(My @wn opinion is that we should ‘help Him get to Vietnam.)" 

This information will be furnished. to San Francisco 
under the caption of "ROBERT SCHEER." San: Francisco has 
already been instructed to handle in accordance with instruc- 
tions relative to foreign, travel of security subjects. 
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